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 Tom now had seven parts for his handbook, representing the seven sets 
of capabilities he wanted to build and measure. As adapted from COBIT
5 Framework (ISACA®,  Cobit 5® An ISACA® Framework: A Business
Framework for the Governance and Management of Enterprise IT, USA, T
2012), Figure   1.2    visualizes how the seven capability sets work together in a 
sequential way that Tom could take to his managers (rather than the holistic 
way of Figure   1.1  ).

Figure 1.1 begins with principles, policies, and frameworks as mech-
anisms acting as hand-rails guiding desired behavior for day-to-day 
management (see handbook chapters 1 to 6 and our epilogue).    Processes
describe an organized set of practices and activities to achieve certain 
objectives and produce a set of outputs in support of achieving cyber-
security objectives aligned to enterprise objectives (see chapters 7 to 13). 
Organizational structures  are the key decision-making entities in an enter-
prise (see chapters 14 to 15).  Culture, ethics, and behavior  of individuals
and of the enterprise are a key success factor in governance and management 

    FIGURE   1.1  Conceptualizing information security within the organization 
  Source:  The Business Model for Information Security ©2010 ISACA. All rights 
reserved. Used with permission. 
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activities (see chapters 16 to 18). Information  is organization pervasive
and includes all information produced and used by the enterprise. Infor-
mation is not only required to keep the organization running and well 
governed, but is often the key product of the operational enterprise (see 
chapter 19). Services, infrastructure, and applications  include the infra-
structure, technology, and applications that provide the enterprise with 
information technology processing and services (see chapters 20 to 23). 
People, skills, and competencies  are linked to people and are required for
successful completion of all activities and for making correct decisions 
and taking corrective actions (see chapters 24 to 26).   

Enterprise Functions Together Drive the Right Set of Capabilities   Over that long
day collating contributions from all his team, Tom’s handbook was able
to make sense and unify his team’s contributions into chapters under these 
seven parts. It enabled him to matrix out not only who in the future should
be  r esponsible for which capability, but who should be accountable,  s up-
ported,  c onsulted, and i nformed as well. Tom’s RASCI Matrix can be found 
in Chapter   15  , “Internal Organization Context.”

 Cyber Risk Maturity Model Measures Improvements in Capabilities

 Tom’s handbook ended up with 26 chapters and an epilogue. Each chap-
ter concluded with a capability statement succinctly describing the set of 
capabilities required. In this way, the organization could understand what
cybersecurity meant—not just the IT or cyber technical specialists.

FIGURE   1.2  How seven sets of capabilities work together
Source:  COBIT 5 ©2012 ISACA. All rights reserved. Used by permission. 
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TABLE 1.1   Chapters Listed by Interest to Functional Type in Alphabetical Order  

Go to chapters … Also see …

Audit Committee 01 Introduction
02 Board cyber risk oversight
18 Assurance

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 to 15.7

Board 01 Introduction
02 Board cyber risk oversight
17 Legal and compliance
18 Assurance
All chapter introductions

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 to 15.7

Business
Continuity

13 Business continuity
management

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.15

CEO 01 Introduction
05 Cyber strategic performance
02 Board cyber risk oversight
11 Monitoring & review - KRIs
17 Legal and compliance
18 Assurance
All chapter introductions

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
All tables

Compliance 17 Legal and compliance
18 Assurance

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.17

Corp. Comms. 12 Cybersecurity incident and
crisis management

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.22

Finance 10 Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3, 15.13 & 15.16

Human Resources 15 Internal context
16 Culture and human factors
Chapters 22, 24, 25 & 26

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
All tables

Info. Security All Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
All tables

Info. Technology 15 Internal organization context 
Chapters 19 to 23

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.8

Insurance 10 Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.13

Internal Audit 02 Board cyber risk oversight
15 Internal context
18 Assurance

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 to 15.6

Legal 17 Legal and compliance Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.17

Operations 14 External context and
supply chain

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3, 15.15, 15.19 & 15.20

(Continued)
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Go to chapters … Also see …

Risk All Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
All tables

Security 20 Physical security Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.14

Strategy 5 Strategic performance
11 Monitoring and review—
KRIs

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3 & 15.18

Supply Chain 14 External context and
supply chain

Epilogue & Ch 15 RASCI Tables
15.3, 15.15, 15.19, & 15.20

TABLE 1.1 (Continued)
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 Cybersecurity defi ciencies linked to the organization’s top value cre-
ation and value preservation objectives are often obfuscated and managed 
suboptimally. This will continue as long as:

 ■    Senior management and work units are not expected to complete for-
mal risk assessments on top value creation and preservation objectives
and report upwards to the board on residual risk status. 

 ■    ERM groups build their work plans around “risk registers” with little 
direct linkage to organization’s value creation strategy.

 ■    Internal audit departments continue to use “audit universes” as their 
primary work foundation and perform point-in-time direct report au-
dits and form subjective opinions on “control effectiveness.”

 It should be the CEO and C-Suite that decide which organization objec-
tives warrant the cost of combined assurance overseen by the organization’s 
board of directors. The board and CEO should be seen as key players in
a “fi ve lines of assurance” approach—not mere recipients of reports. The 
CEO or his/her designate should be responsible for providing reliable con-
solidated reports on residual risk status linked to all top value creation and 
preservation objectives, including those that are being, or could be, impacted 

FIGURE   2.1  Five lines of assurance
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are warranted but signifi cant levels of residual risk are still being accepted
by the organization, this needs to be communicated to the board, including
cases where high levels of cybersecurity residual risk is being accepted.   

Practical Step 4: Require Regular Reporting by the CEO

If, ultimately, the CEO is to be held accountable for cybersecurity, he or she 
must be fully aware of how the program is working. This can be accom-
plished by having the CEO deliver consolidated reports to the board on a
regular basis. These reports should cover the residual risk status linked to 

FIGURE   2.2  Risk status approach to assessment and treatment 
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 In this chapter, principles from the ISO 31000:2009, Risk management—
Principles and guidelines 3   are described to guide desirable and positive
actions that are in line with the organization’s enterprise-wide approach to
governance and management of enterprise information technology (IT). The 
two sets of principles are organized in Table   3.1   . At times, the word cyber is r
inserted in the text to emphasize an IT-specifi c risk management perspective. 
However, the noted risk management principles are meant to apply across the 
entire organization, whether or not decisions and activities are related to IT.    

TABLE 3.1   COBIT 5 GEIT Principles   

COBIT 5 GEIT PRINCIPLES
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 Meet 
stakeholder 
needs:

 Covering the 
enterprise
end-to-end:

 Applying 
a single, 
integrated 
 framework:

 Enabling 
a holistic 
approach:

 Separating 
governance
front 
management:

Risk
management
is transparent
and inclusive.

Risk
management
creates and
protects
value.

Risk
management
is systematic, 
structured, 
and timely.

Risk management
is an integral
part of all
organizational
processes.

Risk
management
facilitates
continual
improvement
of the
organization.

Risk
management
is dynamic, 
iterative, and
responsive to
change.

Risk
management
is tailored.

Risk management
takes human and
cultural factors
into account.

Risk
management
explicitly
addresses
uncertainty.

Risk management
is part of decision
making.

Risk management
is based on the
best available
information.
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ENABLING A HOLISTIC APPROACH

The fourth COBIT 5 principle “emphasizes that effi cient and effective imple-
mentation of GEIT requires a holistic approach that takes into account
several interacting components or mechanisms …”—“enablers” in COBIT
terms.  9   Four of these enablers (processes; culture; information; and people,
skills, and competencies) relate directly to four ISO 31000 principles.  

Integrating into the Organization 

The fi rst, “risk management is an integral part of all organizational processes” 
explains that [cyber] “risk management is not a stand-alone activity that is 
separate from the main activities and processes of the organization. Risk man-
agement is part of the responsibilities of management and an integral part of 
all organizational processes, including strategic planning and all project and 
change management processes.” Since all activities of an organization involve 
risk, risk management is a natural intersection for incorporating legal, human 
resources, operations, IT management and protection, information security, 
physical security, privacy, and compliance functions and processes needed for 
a holistic cyber risk approach. Figure   3.1    illustrates how risk management
unifi es the organizational processes across the cyber enterprise.  

 This principle is demonstrated by people working collaboratively across 
the various organizational systems in managing cyber risks to infl uence 

LegalCyber
Cloud

Privacy /
Compliance

Information
Security

Risk Management

Physical Security

Copyright © 2016 Risk and Insurance Management Society, Inc. All rights reserved. Used with permission

Human
Resources

Operations

Technology /
Physical

Infrastructure

    FIGURE   3.1  Risk management unifi es processes
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agreed-on cybersecurity strategy. It creates accountability for individual ini-
tiative leaders and can spur required discussions with various stakeholders
about their level of engagement with and participation in critical initiatives. 
Figure   5.1    are example metrics for a six-step approach to measuring prog-
ress against initiatives.    

Measuring Capability 

In addition to measuring progress against initiatives, it is equally important 
to holistically measure an organization’s level of cybersecurity capability. 
There are a number of ways to do this, but we like to measure enterprise
capability in terms of the seven hallmarks of digital resilience with our digi-
tal resilience assessment (DRA). 

 For each of the seven hallmarks described above, DRA measures perfor-
mance against between 10 and 20 specifi c, tangible practices in how orga-
nizations capture risks or simulate the response to a potential breach. Any
assessment of practices runs the risk of subjectivity, but DRA accounts for 
this in multiple ways: 

FIGURE   5.1  Measuring progress against initiatives 
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 ■ Structure of questions.  DRA never asks “how good are you” at a certain 
practice; it asks “which of the following things do you do” and provides 
a scorecard for the respondent to compare current practices. 

 ■ Nature of respondents.  In many cases, many people from a single orga-
nization will participate in DRA. This provides three benefi ts. First, it 
provides increased granularity—for example, incentives for developers
to write secure code might be vastly different in two different business 
units. Second, it tends to average away respondents’ individual biases. 
Third, variations in responses tend to lead to very productive discussion
about differences in assumptions and practices. 

 ■ Validation.  Simply going through responses with each participant and
asking why they responded as they did, tends to rebaseline or remove
overly optimistic answers.   

 In the end, the DRA process provides an integrated, holistic, granu-
lar and actionable view of whether an organization has the capabilities to 
protect itself without creating undue cost and complexity for the organiza-
tions to manage. Figure   5.2    is an illustrative example of how DRA provides 
insight into cybersecurity capabilities. 

    FIGURE   5.2  DRA provides insight into cybersecurity capabilities
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 Measuring Protection 

 While measuring progress against strategic initiatives and measuring overall 
level of capability are incredibly valuable and relatively straightforward, nei-
ther directly answers the question, “are we protecting our most critical data?” 

 Doing that requires digging a level deeper and measuring the degrees 
of protection against an organization’s most important information assets: 

 ■    If an organization knows what its most important data is. 
 ■    And the organization knows what systems that data sits on.
 ■    And the organization knows how those systems are currently protected. 
 ■    And the organization is aligned on how each type of data should be 
protected (e.g., level of encryption, two-factor authentication, etc.).   

 Figure   5.3    is an example output dashboard for the “crown jewels,” 
or how to measure the protection of the most critical information to the 
organization.  

 Then the organization can start to measure and report on whether it 
is protecting critical data suffi ciently. The cybersecurity team can initiate
discussions with senior management along the lines of: 

 ■    We have agreed, as a matter of policy, that customer information for 
our high net worth segment should be encrypted at rest, should require 
two-factor authentication and should require validation of access rights 
every 90 days. 

    FIGURE   5.3  Measuring protection of most critical information
 Courtesy of John Greenwood of McKinsey & Co.
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 At the same time, however, there is a growing understanding of those 
consequences. A movement in the leadership ranks of both business and gov-
ernment agencies to manage cyber risks more effectively and to improve the 
resilience of security tools already in place, has followed. This is a welcome 
development because, until fairly recently, most senior managers and board
members regarded cybersecurity as essentially a technical problem for their IT 
departments—not as an existential issue requiring greater investment as well as 
the engagement of personnel throughout the organization. That said, however, 
some of the issues really do involve the organization’s network technology. 

 Technology fl aws—whether in design, encryption, event logging or soft-
ware malfunction—create opportunities for attackers to infi ltrate an orga-
nization’s technical infrastructure. Understanding and realistically assessing
the vulnerabilities of an organization’s system components is essential. But it 
is people, far more than technology, that present the greatest risks.

THE PEOPLE FACTOR 

Most high-profi le attacks on corporate servers and institutional networks 
originate outside of the victimized organizations—in many cases from half-
way around the world. But the network openings that allow cyber attackers 
to burrow in, infect databases, and potentially take down an organization’s 
fi le servers, overwhelmingly originate with trusted insiders. There are three 
categories of insider threats, as illustrated in Figure   7.1.

    FIGURE   7.1    Three types of insider threat identifi ed by the Information Security
Forum (ISF)
  Source:  Copyright ISF. Used with permission.  
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A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO ASSESSING AND
MANAGING RISK 

There are different tools and software available in the market to help risk 
managers assess their information vulnerabilities. Symantec, Trend Micro, 
NetIQ, ISF, and others are reputable fi rms with applications and techniques 
focused on different aspects of risk management. They all have satisfi ed 
users. A robust information risk assessment methodology should not simply
be a piece of software but a comprehensive procedure to identify, analyze,
evaluate, and manage a variety of information risks throughout their orga-
nizations in a structured manner, and then to generate risk profi les in terms
that are meaningful to the organization’s business. See Figure   7.2   , which
illustrates the six phases of the ISF IRAM2, 3 which identifi es the distinct 
stages of risk management.  

 In fact, the need for a structured approach to the identifi cation and 
management of risk has never been greater than in today’s always-on, con-
stantly communicating, cyber-enabled business environment. A realistic and 
disciplined assessment of the worst-case scenarios for business in advance of 
this need, is to prioritize the organization’s investments in defending against
cyber attacks. 

 Such an approach typically involves six phases: 

 ■    The fi rst provides guidance for generating an integrated view of infor-
mation risk, ranging from an organization’s business processes through 
to its technology.

 ■    The second offers guidance for realistically assessing worst-case sce-
narios—the potential business impact if information assets become
compromised. 

 ■    The third involves mapping different types of threats, both malicious 
and accidental, that could potentially affect the business. 

 ■    The fourth involves assessing your vulnerabilities to different threat 
events and the strength of any controls already in place. 

FIGURE   7.2  The six phases of the ISF IRAM2 
Source:  Copyright ISF. Used with permission .
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Questions that are relevant in determining this risk profi le include: “How 
interesting is the organization to potential cyber criminals?”; “How 
dependent is the organization on the services of other organizations”; and 
“How much risk is the organization willing to accept?” 

DETERMINING THE CYBER RISK PROFILE

In order to determine an organization’s cyber risk profi le, we need to use a 
model that covers the following fi ve aspects as shown in Figure   8.1   .

1.  What is the organization’s internal and external context and environ-
ment? In which markets is the organization active? To what extent is the
organization dependent on the digitization of the organization’s service 
provision? To what extent is the organization linked to another organi-
zation that could form an additional risk in this framework? 

2.  What could be relevant intended targets within the organization, and 
also within the chain in which the organization is active? 

 FIGURE   8.1  An organizational cyber risk profi le
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3.  To which group of cybercriminals, and why, is the organization an 
attractive target (threats)? Which resources could the attacker deploy? 

4.  Which vulnerabilities in the organization could cybercriminals exploit? 
This concerns not only technical vulnerabilities but also human actions. 
More importantly, what is the level of resilience? How fast can an 
organization be back in business after a cyber attack? 

5.  What are the regulatory and legislative requirements with regard to 
cybersecurity that pertain to the organization?        

 On the basis of an analysis of the fi ve aspects mentioned above, an 
organization is able to determine its risk profi le as well the amount of risk 
it is willing to accept (its “risk appetite”) and to implement the appropriate 
set of cybersecurity measures. As stated previously, it will never be possible 
to achieve 100 percent security, so there is no point in pursuing such an aim!   

TREATING CYBER RISK

Cyber risk management programs must consider an organization’s risk 
appetite. Specifi c cyber risks can and must be treated by applying the
necessary measures and by reacting effectively when an organization is 
subjected to cyber attack. Figure   8.2    addresses the question, how does one
select the right set of treatment measures? 

 In this framework, a number of considerations are relevant.  

    FIGURE   8.2  Selecting the right set of treatment measures 
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to combat cybersecurity incidents within a particular industry. With the
objective of generating a proactive approach to cybersecurity, it is vital to
promote the active participation of organizations in such networks, which
will help the organization to improve its own resilience. We must not forget, 
after all, that an incident at another organization is also a potential threat 
to one’s own organization.    

ALIGNMENT OF CYBER RISK TREATMENT

Technology alone is not the answer to cybersecurity issues. The answer lies 
in an integrated approach to cyber risk treatment, focusing on both the 
softer elements such as governance, culture and behavior, and the harder 
ones such as technology (Figure   8.3   ).

   The kind of integral approach to cyber risk management shown in Fig-
ure   8.3   needs to include the following aspects:

 ■ Leadership and governance.  An organization’s leaders need to demon-
strate, in word and deed, that they regard themselves as the owners of 
cybersecurity, and show that they intend to manage the associated risks 
adequately.

 ■ Human behavior . Cybersecurity involves not only the appropriate
technical measures but also the creation of a culture in which people 
are alert to, and aware of, ways in which they can contribute to security. 

    FIGURE   8.3  An integrated approach to cyber risk management
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current risk environment would be the next step in the maturity of cyber 
risk management.  

Business as Usual—to Be Integrated into Enterprise Risk Management 

Cyber risk management should be to be linked to/integrated in the enter-
prise risk management (ERM) of an organization. Despite the topic and
specifi c expertise, the approach must be fully aligned to existing risk man-
agement processes, and fi ts the recent developments to rationalize and unify 
risk frameworks, policies, standards, and processes. The rationalization and 
unifi cation supports the required consistent risk language and classifi ca-
tion schemes within an organization and will therefore be better and more 
quickly understood by all stakeholders and decision makers. 

 Cyber risk management must be part of the organization context and 
must be fully aligned with organization goals and needs. Only then will 
cyber risk management be able to show its added value by providing insight 
into organization opportunities and risks that should be avoided. This 
enables a top-down approach where information risk management (IRM) 
and ERM are aligned instead of existing in two separate worlds.   

FIGURE   8.4  An overarching perspective over cyber risks requiring treatment 
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TABLE 9.1   Cybersecurity Risk and Process Capabilities

Risk Sources and COBIT 5 Process Capabilities

Risk Sources  COBIT 5 Process Capabilities 

If the scenario
is relevant 
and inherently 
likely …

… given these threats … then consider whether
these COBIT 5 processes need 
improvement. Note: In this column, 
next to each process number is an 
example from the process to consider.
These are not the process names.

Benefi t/Value Enablement Risk 

IT program
selection

Incorrect programs selected
for implementation and
misaligned with corporate
strategy and priorities

Duplication among
different initiatives

New and important
program creates long-
term incompatibility with
the enterprise architecture

Alignment of cybersecurity with IT
and business frameworks (APO02)

Cybersecurity is integrated with
architecture (APO03)

Innovation promoted in
cybersecurity (APO04)

Establish cybersecurity target
investments (APO05)

Cybersecurity requirements in
feasibility study (BAI01)

New
technologies

Failure to adopt and
exploit new technologies
(i.e., functionality,
optimization) in a timely
manner

New and important
technology trends not
identifi ed

Inability to use technology
to realize desired
outcomes (e.g., failure to
make required business
model or organizational
changes)

Measure effectiveness, effi ciency and
capacity of cybersecurity resources
against business need (EDM04)

Defi ne target state for cybersecurity
(APO02)

IT and cybersecurity architecture
aligned with current technology
trends (APO03)

Scan external environment and
identify emerging cybersecurity
trends (APO04)

Create feasible new technology
solutions while minimizing risk
(BAI02)

Integrate cybersecurity in new
technology design (BAI03)

Technology 
selection

Incorrect technologies
(i.e., cost, performance, 
features, compatibility)
selected for
implementation

Develop clear information security
criteria (APO02)

Cybersecurity architecture is aligned
and evolves with changes (APO03)

Cybersecurity specifi cations in line
with design (BAI03)

Security impacts of technology
selection (APO13)
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IT investment
decision
making

Business managers or
representatives not
involved in important
IT investment decision
making regarding
new applications, 
prioritization, or new
technology opportunities

Value management direction and/
or oversight for cybersecurity
(EDM02)

Business and cybersecurity involvement 
in IT strategic planning (APO02)

Cybersecurity Investment fi t with
target enterprise architecture
(APO03)

Cybersecurity investments allocated
by risk appetite (APO05)

Develop cybersecurity budget
(APO06)

Understanding of business how
cybersecurity enables/affects it
(APO08)

Program management stage-gating
(BAI01)

Accountability
over IT

Business not assuming
accountability over those
IT areas it should such as
functional requirements, 
development priorities, 
and assessing
opportunities through
new technologies

Executive management
accountability for cybersecurity
related decisions (EDM01-05)

Business, IT-related, and
cybersecurity roles and
responsibilities (APO01)

Clear and approved service
agreements including cybersecurity
(APO09)

Supplier relationship and
requirements based on risk profi le
(APO10)

Visible leadership through executive 
commitment to cybersecurity (BAI05)

IT project
termination

Projects that are failing
due to cost, delays, 
scope creep, or changed
business priorities not
terminated in a timely
manner

Cybersecurity roles, reporting and
monitoring established (EDM05)

Value governance monitoring
(EDM02)

Resource governance monitoring
(EDM04)

Program/project management stage-
gating (BAI01)

Effective portfolio management
decision making (APO05)

Investment monitoring (APO06)
Cybersecurity monitoring process

and procedure (MEA01)

(continued)
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IT project
economics

Isolated IT project budget
overrun

Consistent and important
IT projects budget
overruns

Absence of view on
portfolio and project
economics

GEIT policies, organization
structures and roles (EDM01)

Value governance monitoring
(EDM02)

Resource governance monitoring
(EDM04)

Cybersecurity Investment monitoring
(APO06)

Independent project assessment to
ensure cybersecurity requirements
included (BAI01)

Program/Project Delivery Risk

Architectural
agility and
fl exibility

Complex and infl exible IT
architecture obstructing
further evolution and
expansion

Defi ne information security
expectations (APO01)

Governance over resource
optimization (EDM04)

Responsive cybersecurity planning
(APO02)

Maintenance of enterprise
architecture aligned with
cybersecurity (APO03)

Cybersecurity innovation is
promoted (APO04)

Portfolio management decision
making (APO05)

Agile development life cycle methods
include cybersecurity (BAI02,03)

Maintaining security in an agile and
fl exible environment (APO13)

Integration
of IT within
business
processes

Extensive dependency
and use of end-user
computing and ad hoc
solutions for important
information needs

Separate and nonintegrated
IT solutions to support
business processes

GEIT policies, organization
structures and roles (EDM01)

Business and IT-related roles and
responsibilities (APO01)

Defi ne cybersecurity strategy
and align with IT and business
strategies (APO02)

Align cybersecurity and enterprise
architecture (APO03)

TABLE 9.1 (Continued)

Benefi t/Value Enablement Risk
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Stakeholders recognize cybersecurity
as enabler (APO08)

Defi nition and understanding
of business requirements and
cybersecurity aspects (BAI02)

Defi ne cybersecurity specifi cations
with high-level design (BAI03)

Managing organizational changes
with regard to cybersecurity 
(BAI05)

Software
implementation

Operational glitches when
new software is made
operational

Users not prepared to
use and exploit new
application software

Monitor security quality metrics
(APO11)

Project management (BAI01)
Requirements defi nitions (BAI02)
Solution development (BAI03)
Managing organizational changes

with regards to software
implementation (BAI05)

Cybersecurity requirements
incorporated into infrastructure, 
process, and application changes
(BAI06)

Ensure cybersecurity acceptance in
test plan (BAI07)

Cybersecurity knowledge support 
through awareness training (BAI08)

Project delivery Occasional late IT project
delivery by internal
development department

Routinely important delays
in IT project delivery

Excessive delays
in outsourced IT
development project

GEIT policies, organization
structures and roles (EDM01)

Value governance monitoring
(EDM02)

Investment monitoring (APO06)
Program/project management

planning and monitoring (BAI01)

Project quality Insuffi cient quality of 
project deliverables
due to software, 
documentation, or
compliance with
functional requirements

Architecture standards and reuse
of cybersecurity components 
(APO03)

Consistent and effective quality
management activities (APO11)

Program/project quality management
planning and monitoring (BAI01)

(continued)
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Service Delivery/IT Operations Risk

State of 
infrastructure
technology

Obsolete IT technology
cannot satisfy new
business requirements
such as networking, 
security, and storage

Resource management direction and/
or oversight (EDM04)

Identify potential cybersecurity gaps
(APO02)

Align cybersecurity and enterprise
architecture (APO03)

Identifying important cybersecurity
trends (APO04)

Maintaining security infrastructure
(BAI03)

Planning for and addressing capacity
and performance issues (BAI04)

Identify cybersecurity requirements
for assets (BAI09)

Ageing of 
application
software

Application software
that is old, poorly
documented, expensive
to maintain, diffi cult to
extend or not integrated
in current architecture

Resource management direction and/
or oversight (EDM04)

Defi ne target state for cybersecurity
(APO02)

Maintaining enterprise architecture
(APO03)

Identifying new and important
cybersecurity trends (APO04)

Maintaining applications with
cybersecurity (BAI03)

Identify cybersecurity requirements
for assets (BAI09)

Business process controls (DSS06)

Regulatory
compliance

Noncompliance with
regulations of accounting
or manufacturing

GEIT compliance policies and roles
(EDM01)

Policies and guidance on regulatory
compliance (APO01)

Planning for regulatory requirements
(APO02)

Identifying and defi ning regulatory
requirements (BAI02)

Monitoring compliance requirements
and current status (MEA03)

Selection/
performance
of third-party
suppliers

Inadequate support and
services delivered by 
vendors, not in line with 
SLAs

Effective supplier selection, 
management, and relationships
based on cybersecurity risk
(APO10)

TABLE 9.1 (Continued)
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Inadequate performance of 
outsourcer in large-scale, 
long-term outsourcing
arrangement

Ensure cybersecurity part of 
procurement planning (BAI03)

Infrastructure
theft

Theft of laptop with
sensitive data

Theft of a substantial
number of development
servers

Policies and guidance on protection
of assets (APO01)

References and background checks
on new hires and contractors
(APO07)

Protection of critical assets during
maintenance activities (BAI03)

Physical security measures
(DSS05)

Destruction of 
infrastructure

Destruction of data center
due to sabotage or other
causes

Accidental destruction of 
individual laptops

Environmental protection and
facilities management (DSS01)

Physical security measures (DSS05)

IT staff Departure or extended
unavailability of key IT
staff

Key development team
leaving the enterprise

Inability to recruit IT staff

Use certifi cation to develop
cybersecurity skill set and enable
retention (APO07)

Managing tacit knowledge (BAI08)

IT expertise
and skills

Lack or mismatch of IT-
related skills within IT
due to new technologies
or other causes

Lack of business
understanding by IT staff

Defi nition and development of 
business and cybersecurity staff 
competency requirements (APO07)

Cybersecurity knowledge support
through awareness training
(BAI08)

Software
integrity

Intentional modifi cation
of software leading to
wrong data or fraudulent
actions

Unintentional modifi cation
of software leading to
unexpected results

Unintentional
confi guration and change
management errors

Defi nition of cybersecurity control
requirements (BAI02)

Cybersecurity requirements
incorporated into infrastructure, 
process and application changes
(BAI06)

Ensure cybersecurity part of 
acceptance testing (BAI07)

Establish cybersecurity confi guration
baselines (BAI10)

Access controls (DSS05)
Business process controls (DSS06)

(continued)
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Infrastructure
(hardware)

Misconfi guration of 
hardware components

Damage of critical servers
in the computer room
due to accident or other
causes

Intentional tampering with
hardware such as security
devices

Protection of critical assets during
maintenance activities (BAI03)

Physical security measures (DSS05)
Establish cybersecurity confi guration

baselines (BAI10)

Software
performance

Regular software
malfunctioning of critical
application software

Intermittent performance
problems with important
system software

Software development quality
assurance (BAI03)

Planning for and addressing
capacity and performance issues
(BAI04)

Root cause analysis and problem
resolution (DSS03)

System
capacity

Inability of systems to
handle transaction
volumes when user
volumes increase

Inability of systems to
handle system load when
new applications or
initiatives are deployed

Architecture principles for scalability
and agility (APO03)

Maintaining infrastructure (BAI03)
Planning for and addressing capacity

and performance issues (BAI04)

Ageing of 
infrastructural
software

Use of unsupported
versions of operating
system software

Use of old database system

Resource management direction and/
or oversight (EDM04)

Recognizing and strategically
addressing current IT capability
issues (APO02)

Maintaining enterprise architecture
(APO03)

Identifying new and important
technology trends (APO04)

Maintaining infrastructure
(BAI03)

Problems relating to business process
controls (DSS03)

Malware Intrusion of malware on
critical operational servers

Regular infection of 
laptops with malware

Policies and guidance on use of 
software (APO01)

Malicious software detection
(DSS05)

TABLE 9.1 (Continued)

Service Delivery/IT Operations Risk
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Logical attacks Virus attack
Unauthorized users trying

to break into systems
Denial-of-service attack
Web site defacing
Industrial espionage

Policies and guidance on protection
and use of IT assets (APO01)

Security requirements in solutions
(BAI03)

Access controls and security
monitoring (DSS05)

Information
media

Loss/disclosure of portable
media (e.g., CD, universal
serial bus [USB] drives, 
portable disks) containing
sensitive data

Loss of backup media
Accidental disclosure of 

sensitive information
due to failure to follow
information handling
guidelines

Policies and guidance on protection
and use of IT assets (APO01)

Protection of mobile and/or
removable storage and media
devices (DSS05-06)

Utilities
performance

Intermittent utilities (e.g., 
telecom, electricity) failure

Regular, extended utilities
failures

Relationships/management of key
utility suppliers (APO08)

Environmental protection and
facilities management (DSS01)

Industrial
action

Inaccessible facilities and
building due to labor
union strike

Unavailable key staff due
to industrial action

Staff relationships and key
individuals (APO07)

Managing staff knowledge (BAI08)

Data(base)
integrity

Intentional modifi cation
of data (e.g., accounting,
security-related data, 
sales fi gures)

Database (e.g., client or
transactions database)
corruption

Information architecture and data
classifi cation (APO03)

Development standards (BAI03)
Change management (BAI06)
Managing data storage (DSS01)
Access controls (DSS05)

Logical
trespassing

Users circumventing logical
access rights

Users obtaining access to
unauthorized information

Users stealing sensitive data

Policies and guidance on protection
and use of IT assets (APO01)

Access controls and security
monitoring (DSS05)

Contract staff policies (APO07)

Operational IT
errors

Operator errors during
backup, upgrades of 
systems, or maintenance
of systems

Incorrect information input

Staff training (APO07)
Operations procedures (DSS01)
Business process controls (DSS06)

(continued)
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Contractual
compliance

Noncompliance with
software license
agreements (e.g., use
and/or distribution of 
unlicensed software)

Contractual obligations
as service provider with
customers/clients not met

Monitoring service agreements
(APO09)

Supplier agreements and relationship
monitoring (APO10)

Software license management
(DSS02)

Contractual compliance
requirements and current status
monitoring (MEA03)

Environmental Use of equipment that
is not environmentally
friendly (e.g., high level
of power consumption
packaging)

Incorporation of environmentally
friendly principles in enterprise
architecture (APO03)

Selection of solutions and
procurement policies (BAI03)

Environmental and facilities
management (DSS01)

Acts of nature Earthquake
Tsunami

Environmental and facilities
management (DSS01)

Physical security (DSS05)

Major storm/hurricane
Major wildfi re

Manage continuity (DSS04)

Adapted with the kind permission of ISACA 2016.   

TABLE 9.1 (Continued)

Service Delivery/IT Operations Risk

  The risks related to information technology implementations are noted 
as “risk sources” in the matrix, and a sampling of the COBIT 5 processes
that could be used to mitigate the risk are shown in the far right column as 
COBIT 5 Process Capabilities. The COBIT 5 Framework contains processes 
for the enablement of information technology, much of which can apply to 
cybersecurity practices. The COBIT 5 for Information Security Professional 
Guide extends the defi nition of these processes by adding processes specifi c 
to cybersecurity.

Components of the Cybersecurity Processes

Each of the cybersecurity processes has a life cycle by which the process 
is defi ned, created, monitored, updated, and subsequently retired. New 
technologies are introduced that may negate the need for a process or 
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FIGURE   10.1  Financial statement impact 
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Constraints on Financial Impact Modeling

While we hear about the big cyber hacks, like Sony, TJ Maxx, and the mas-
sive October 21, 2016, Internet of Things (IoT)-facilitated attack on Dyn,
there are many types of cyber risks that could have a materially negative 
impact on an organization. System failures, employee mistakes, and sim-
ple negligence, such as leaving a laptop or thumb drive in a taxi, are some 
of the noncriminal cyber perils that can lead to material fi nancial economic 
losses. In fact, the average cost of a cyber breach ranges from $2 million
to nearly $8 million, with eight incidents over $75 million and the largest 
losses over $300 million, according to publicly disclosed documents.  4   (Note:
All dollar values in this chapter are U.S. dollars). 

 However, large portions of the cyber incident studies include damage 
estimates of subjective intangible assets that are diffi cult to quantify and 
almost impossible to insure. For instance, brand and reputation are often
cited as the largest portion of a breach loss, which are speculative and largely
uninsurable. Similarly, how can one calculate the value of the trade secrets
disclosed as part of the 2016 Mossack Fonseca law fi rm Panama Papers
breach? The same issues arise for loss of confi dential information regarding 
mergers and acquisitions from investment banks or new formulas and tech-
nology innovations such as algorithms, design plans, and secret proprietary 
products. The value of trade secrets, proprietary information, and patent
infringement is almost impossible to quantify and is virtually uninsurable.   

Modeling the Cost-Benefi ts of Investments in Insurance
versus Cybersecurity 

Until we develop quantitative models that equate the actual dollar cost 
of an incident with the return on investment for total mitigation on a
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macro -enterprise level, organizations are simply spending money on infor-
mation technology security to address  micro -level issues. Is antivirus soft-
ware important? Yes, but it is one of literally hundreds of measures and only
a small part of cyber exposure issues. Does deployment of enterprise secu-
rity governance practices moderate the cost of cyber perils? Yes, but what
is the marginal incremental benefi t of each dollar deployed for cyber risk 
prevention? Can we measure the total cost of risk value to an organization 
buying cyber insurance compared to the total cost of risk value of informa-
tion technology (IT) security in the network layer, versus detection, versus 
remediation, versus incident response, versus employee training and aware-
ness? Any cyber intelligence system is only as secure as the weakest link in 
the system, including the people who use it. Cyber insurance underwriters
expect such controls to be deployed (along with many others) and that will 
infl uence the insurance premium to be paid and scope of coverage obtained. 

 The CFO should consider modeling their organization’s cyber exposure 
frequency and severity. Figure   10.2    shows one way to frame example cyber
exposures to start the quantifi cation process.  

 Once completed, the CFO can compare the costs involved and perform 
a cost-benefi t analysis of investing another dollar in IT security versus 
insurance. According to Aon’s actual cyber loss claims data, measurable and
insurable cyber damage losses are approximately as follows  5   :

 ■    80 percent = Total damages < $1 million 
 ■    15 percent = Total damages between $1 million and $20 million

FIGURE   10.2  Cyber risk impacts all quadrants 
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 ■    5 percent = Total damages > $20 million (with certain events exceeding 
$100 million) 

 ■    Average = $3.8 million; range between $0 and $300+ million.  6

Cyber Losses Underinsured Compared to Property Losses 

How does this compare to potential losses from other organization perils, 
such as fi res? The probability of any particular building burning down is 
much less than 1 percent. Yet most organizations spend multiples more in 
premiums for fi re insurance than cyber insurance even though they state
in their publicly disclosed documents that a majority of the organization’s
value is attributed to intangible assets. 

 The Ponemon Institute conducted the fi rst global research report  7   to 
examine how entities understand and compare tangible property versus 
intangible information risks. Figures   10.3    through   10.6    are drawn from this
report.     

 Figure   10.3   represents for organizations the relative value of certain tan-
gible assets (property, plant and equipment) versus certain intangible assets 
(primarily information assets), with the implication that tangible assets are 
barely more valuable than intangible assets.

 Figure   10.4    compares the total value of the loss that could result from 
damage to tangible assets versus the loss that could result from damage 

FIGURE   10.3  Asset value comparison: Property, plant and equipment (PP&E) versus 
information assets
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FIGURE    10.4  Probable maximum loss (PML) value for PP&E versus information 
assets

FIGURE   10.5  Impact of business interruption 

to intangible assets. Again, the predicted losses to tangible and intangible
assets are relatively close. 

 Cyber-related threats are considered “intangible perils” to organizations 
and insurers. Figure   10.5    represents for organizations the relative potential
fi nancial statement impact of business interruption caused by tangible perils 
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FIGURE    10.4  Probable maximum loss (PML) value for PP&E versus information 
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(i.e., weather, tangible asset damage) versus intangible perils (i.e., malware,
hacking, system failure, etc.). These are in estimated dollar terms.

 Figure   10.6   represents for organizations the percentage of losses to 
information assets covered by insurance compared to that for PP&E. 

 These Ponemon Institute results shown in Figures   10.3   through   10.6   
collectively indicate that cyber losses are underinsured compared to prop-
erty losses. They indicate over four times more insurance cover levels for 
PP&E over information assets (51 percent over 12 percent). This, despite
the value of the assets and largest losses being equal and PPE accounting for 
only half the comparable business interruption impact ($98 PP&E vs. $207
for information assets). 

 Such research results also suggest a road map for CFO’s to advise their 
risk managers. CFO’s should advise how to appropriately allocate insurance
spend on an enterprise-wide risk management (ERM) basis by considering 
a broader approach to their organization’s overall risk profi le.  8   Below are a 
few tips to consider: 

 ■    Information technology assets are 39 percent more exposed than prop-
erty assets on a relative value to insurance protection basis.

 ■    Proliferation of mobile devices, ransomware, social media, third-party 
vendors/cloud computing, Big Data analytics, and IoT to send cyber risk 

FIGURE   10.6  Information assets covered by insurance compared to PP&E
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 ■    Unauthorized transfer of funds via some combination of hacks (e.g., 
malware on a system) and social engineering (e.g., employee is tricked 
into sending a wire transfer at the request of a fake/imposter CFO or
CEO such as the $81 million heist from the Bank of Bangladesh via the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York).

 ■    Industries where business interruption is of greater concern than breach 
of personal information, such as transportation, agribusiness, energy, 
utilities/power, and manufacturing.  15

 ■    Industries where the  value  of the lost information is most critical,
which is generally excluded  from today’s cyber insurance policies,d
such as investment banks involved in mergers and acquisitions, defense 
contractors, research labs, and law fi rms (think Mossack Fonseca 
breach).     

Insurance Placement Constraints 

There are over 67 different cyber insurers with over 67 different applica-
tions, submission processes, underwriting, policy forms, and claims han-
dling. The key to a successful go-to-market strategy is to tailor what best fi ts 
your organization context and to allow time before any potential incident. 
Figure   10.7    summarizes typical components that make up an optimal cyber 
insurance program.  

 Figure   10.8    summarizes minimum timings and insurer steps to place a 
cyber program. Organizations need to plan around these in order to place 
an optimal program and tap the global insurance market.     

FIGURE   10.7  Optimal cyber insurance components 
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 CONCLUSION

 The relationship between cyber risk management and profi t margin growth 
is stronger than correlation; it is cause and effect. The following cyber risk 
management statement represents those organization capabilities the CEO 
and board expect to be demonstrated in terms of cyber risk insurance and 
risk fi nance.

    FIGURE   10.8  Cyber insurance placement minimum timings and steps 

    CYBER INSURANCE AND RISK FINANCE 

 Cyber incident risks are understood in terms of their potential impact on
the organization balance sheet and quantifi ed to the extent possible. The 
cost-benefi ts of investments in insurance treatment versus cybersecurity 
treatment are modeled and they are considered for budgeting purposes 
as complimentary rather than competing investments. A quantitative 
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Functional Risk

Cyber risk is a  functional  risk. This means that it is typically managed by thel
information security organizational function within information technol-
ogy (IT). It spans the organization and requires clear integration with other
functions apart from IT, such as vendor or supplier management, business 
continuity, and physical security, to name just a few. 

 Cyber risk as a functional risk type could have an impact on each of our 
preceding three business risks. Cybersecurity control objectives are aligned
to these risks such that, if met, they would substantially reduce the risk.
KRIs are designed and implemented to monitor changes in the cybersecurity
risk level inherently and residually. These changes would then be refl ected in
the level of risk to the organization.   

KRI Design Links Objectives, Risks, and Controls 

KRI design begins with a clear view of the risks that the organization 
faces and continues with the further synthesis of these risks into control 
objectives and key controls (as in Figure   11.1  ). These elements of the risk 

Risk Appetite

Strategic
Objectives

Risk

Control
Objectives

Controls

Key Risk Indicators

Business Process(es)

    FIGURE   11.1  Risk taxonomy for KRIs 
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TABLE 11.1   KRI Examples Aligned with Control Objectives

Control Objectives Examples of KRIs

Employees are trained and 
behaviors monitored.

Culture and awareness efforts
are distributed across the
organization and monitoring is
in place. Behavioral analysis
is collecting events, looking at
peer analysis, high-risk status, 
and employee activity and
determining where risk hot
spots are occurring.

(Residual Risk)

% Employee population trained
% Employee population randomly tested
% Successful test results
% Employees with high risk score
# Investigations that were legitimate
% Investigations that were legitimate
# Data loss events due to insiders
Technical KRIs:
Average amount of time between notifi cation

of job departure and elimination of corporate
access 

Frequency with which employee access is reassessed
% of employee access being reviewed when they

change function within the enterprise

Know what is happening 
externally.

Have a process to collect
information quickly
externally.

(Inherent Risk)

# Events across industry
# New vulnerabilities detected
Loss amounts across industry
Peer maturity scores
# Regulations applicable
% Compliance to regulation

Know what is on the network.
Have a complete and current

inventory of production
systems, IP addresses, devices, 
operating systems, etc.: their
versions, physical locations, 
owners, function, and who
has access.

(Residual Risk)

% Completeness of inventory (how much of 
network has been scanned)

% Standardization of confi gurations across
network

% High-risk assets under regular access review
Rate of compliance with the minimum security

baseline
Technical KRIs:
% of employees with “super user” access
# of properly confi gured SSL certifi cates
amount of peer-to-peer fi le-sharing activity on a

company’s corporate network
# of open ports during a period of time
% of third-party software that has been scanned

for vulnerabilities prior to deployment

Swift risk assessment for
vulnerabilities that affect our
system.

Have a complete  and  current
inventory of existing security
controls and confi gurations

% of network security controls mapped
% Systems with tested security controls
% of high risk assets with weak or non–

compliant passwords
% High-risk data encrypted
% Confi guration standardization
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and a mechanism for collecting
vulnerabilities (real-time ); 
speedy  comparison of 
vulnerability with existing
security controls to fl ag a
vulnerability that could
affect our system and a risk
assessment process.

(Residual Risk)

Vulnerability scan score (considers
frequency and automation percentage)
Average incident detection time
Trend of risk assessment timing (from when

vulnerability collected)
Technical KRIs:
# Botnet infections per device over a period of 

time

Respond to vulnerabilities
based on risk level such that 
business operations are not 
impacted.

Have a response time that is
based on the risk level and
considers business operations.

(Residual Risk)

% Patch management program that is
automated

Trend of % patches causing business disruption
Average incident response time
Trend of speed of vulnerability response (from

when vulnerability collected)
# of unpatched known vulnerabilities

Ensure vendors are risk assessed 
and access is appropriate.

All vendors are risk assessed
based on their access to
critical assets (i.e., threat
targets) and their approach to
fourth parties.

(Residual Risk)

% of vendors that are high risk (access to critical
assets)

% High-risk vendors with acceptable
cybersecurity risk programs

Frequency with which a company reviews
its entire list of suppliers and vendors and
designates those that are critical

Frequency with which a company verifi es its
vendor’s controls

% of critical vendors whose cybersecurity
effectiveness is continuously monitored

 The Target event illustrates the need for cybersecurity integration in 
programs such as vendor or supplier management and to have a KRI pro-
gram that governs response to KRIs.  2

Using KRIs for Improved Decision Making

The objective of a strong KRI program is to improve decision making within 
the organization. Ideally, this should be forward looking. Reporting and 
presentation of the KRIs is both art and science. Much of the art in depicting 
the view of information security risk is in decoupling the detailed techni-
cal metrics and tech-speak, when presenting to senior leadership and board
members. Another important consideration if presenting an abundance of 
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FIGURE   11.2    KRI sample of dashboards and reports 
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TABLE 12.1   Cybersecurity Incident Must-Have Checklist  

Requirements Suggested Content

Cybersecurity incident
management policy—includes
event and incident defi nition

Adapted to organization context and
explaining the difference between an event, an
alert, an anomaly and an incident

Event and incident impact
qualifi cation matrix

A matrix with the different criteria to assess
the event, decide if it is an incident and
evaluate its criticality

Detailed processes Roles and responsibilities on identifi cation, 
containment, remediation, recovery
and reporting (e.g., using a responsible, 
accountable, consulted, and informed [RACI]
matrix); covering sources whether internal or
external (with partners/law enforcement)

Incident response methodologies “How to” on the most common security
incidents (such as viruses, phishing, denial of 
service)

Incident management reporting At entity and global level, linked with the
ERM tool/applications

Incident repository and follow-up
tools

Either through a specifi c tool/fi le or within the
IT and/or ERM tool/applications

 Be warned that it is often diffi cult to automatically consolidate incidents 
between organization entities because a single incident may have impacted 
several entities or be declared/recorded separately with different names and 
dates. Once consolidated, these incidents may be summarized and imported 
in the incident repository coordinated by IT collaborating with the ERM 
function and their ERM umbrella processes. The reporting has to be ulti-
mately presented to the top management of the organization to report threats 
and the effectiveness and effi ciency of the cybersecurity measures in place.    

CYBERSECURITY CRISIS MANAGEMENT

A few days later, CEO Tom briefed his board, having received a combined 
briefi ng from CISO Maria and chief risk offi cer (CRO), Nathan, saying, “I’m
here to update you on a cyber incident that, unfortunately, escalated into a 
crisis we had to manage. A cyber attack on our R&D function was detected
that infected 30 percent of the R&D lab computers. The attackers were try-
ing to steal our new product intellectual property. We successfully triggered 
the crisis management process and were able to cut off the attackers before 
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Alert and Qualifi cation  A fi rst incident, whether internal or reported from out-
side, is enough to trigger the alert. It has to be qualifi ed by the security teams
in order to identify its severity and to dispel any doubts. Qualifi cation is based
both on system or data sensitivity, on the threat’s technical level (e.g., using
standard or homemade malware) and on the risk of the incident’s spread be-
yond the initial scope of discovery. If the fi rst analyses show early signs of a
well-prepared attack and the target’s sensitivity level is high, it is mandatory
to trigger the crisis management mechanism using the predefi ned process.   

Crisis Handling: Carrying Out the Investigation and Building a Defense Plan   Once
the incident has been qualifi ed, the teams in the cybersecurity crisis unit
(i.e., investigation, defense, steering) will begin to investigate and prepare a
defense plan.  

Starting Investigations   The fi rst team to mobilize is the investigation team.
This team deploys the necessary technical means for the investigations. It
must respect the principle of absolute discretion in its investigative actions
to avoid revealing to the attacker that it has been discovered. The action
generally takes several days to bear fruit, sometimes even several weeks in
the case of large systems. Gray areas can last for a long time depending on
the attacker’s ability to cover its tracks. In fact, it is often necessary to leave
the attacker to develop freely for a few days in order to understand its mo-
dus operandi  and be able to correctly comprehend its objectives, its level of 
technical skill, and its tools. The services of bailiffs can often be required to
assess the collection of technical traces and track actions in order to remain
capable of going through with any legal proceedings. The investigation team
progressively prepares an investigation report that sets out its understand-
ing of the attack and its purpose. This report summarizes information about 
the attacker, the attack’s compromise and spread vectors, and the impacted

FIGURE   12.1  Cyber crisis management steps

Assessment and
mobilization of the crisis

management teams

Alert and
qualification

1 Execution and
surveillance

3Handling2 Closure4

Hours / days Days / weeks Hours / days Weeks

Investigations/Forensics

Understand the attack,
its scope and its target

Defense plan build-up

Ability to execute in
case of emergency

Defense Plan Execution
When both investigation

and defense team are
confident of its efficiency

and with management
approval

Advanced surveillance

Crisis closure
and start of the long term

remediation plan
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 A key aspect should be to determine the impact to the organization, 
business, key stakeholders, organization partners, and customers. Sources
for impact assessment may come from an organization or sector historical 
losses or values from past internal incidents, industry surveys, or informa-
tion from reports provided by relevant experts such as the major interna-
tional insurers and research agencies like the World Economic Forum.

BCMS Components and ISO 22301 

The international BCM standard called “ISO 22301: Societal security–Busi-
ness continuity management systems–Requirements” provides a framework 
consisting of international best practices. This framework enables cyber
incident and crisis management (ICM) and BCM to be integrated into 
an organization-wide risk management and response for potential major 
cyber incidents. Figure   13.1    offers a high level overview of the main cyber
response components.  

 Major cyber incidents can potentially have a signifi cant impact over 
time, disrupting business and operation activities. Many organizations cur-
rently do not have adequate plans established based on maximum prob-
able loss and most credible worst case cyber scenarios, such as a large 
scale distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. Many organizations cur-
rently design and implement IT and IT disaster recovery (DR) architectures 
that have a common physical network infrastructure. Unfortunately, the 
impact of a corporate or organization-wide cyber incident scenario has not 
been thoroughly analyzed. Cyber incident responses may be incorporated 
into existing plans, processes, and procedures—including information and 

Information & communications
technology disaster recovery plan

Crisis communications plan

Corporate business
continuity plan (BCP)

Business unit BCP
(recovery-resumption)

Crisis
management

plan

ICT incident
management plan

Cyber incident
detection &

initial response 

FIGURE   13.1  Conceptual overview of main cyber response components 
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humans are the root causes of a majority of security incidents and data 
breaches. The interdependency in your critical global supply chains can have
a multiplier effect. For example, a number of your critical suppliers all being 
affected by the same cyber incident.   

    FIGURE   14.1  Top three causes of supply chain disruption 

    FIGURE   14.2  Origins of supply chain disruption
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  a.   An example of how this might take place is set out based on work 
carried out by Zurich Insurance and ESADE. (See Table   14.1   .)  

  b.  One recommendation arising from this work is for organizations to 
take targeted actions to mitigate cyber risk such as the mechanism of 
adopting the SANS 20 Critical Security Controls.     

TABLE  14.1   Summary of Private-Sector and Policymaker Recommendations to 
Improve Global Cyber Governance 

Recommendation Proposed Mechanism

Business

Greater information sharing to
mitigate cyber risk.

Insurance industry via the CRO forum. 
Anonymized business loss reporting via
private-sector–led incentives (e.g., Financial
Services Information Sharing and Analysis
Center [FS-ISAC]) and public-private bodies
(e.g., European Union Agency for Network 
and Information Security [ENISA]).

Champion common values
for global cyber governance
in absence of governments’
consensus.

Lobby through institutions, particularly
privately led initiatives (e.g., CRO forum and
multi-stakeholder dialogue forums, such as the
World Economic Forum).

Take targeted actions to manage 
cyber risk.

Adopt SANS 20 Critical Security Controls. 
Further actions needed for larger organizations.

Enhance general resilience to
cyber risk.

Built-in redundancy, incident response, and 
business continuity planning, scenario planning, 
and exercises.

Policymaker

Strengthen those aspects of 
global governance that have
worked properly and isolate
them from geopolitical tensions.

Develop informal global cyber networks. Adopt 
an if-you-build-it-they-will-come approach.

Create a system-wide institution
for incident response.

G20+20 Cyber Stability Board.

Enhance crisis management to
deal with a potential systemic
cyber crisis.

Cyber WHO (World Health Organization).

Seek greater public-private
cooperation.

Incentivize alignment of public-private interests
on cybersecurity.

Reinforce protection of critical
information infrastructures.

Cyber stress tests.

Source:  Zurich Insurance and ESADE Business School.
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 TABLE 15.1   Template for Designing a Cyber Risk Function Operating Model  

Information Security Model Hybrid Model Centralized RM Model

Governance and 

oversight

Always insourced Cyber and BU risk committees report
separately to board/CEO.

Cyber and business unit risk committees
report together under ERM/CRO 
structure to board/CEO.

Reporting lines CISO to head of IT CISO to head of IT and dotted line to CRO 
or head of security but confl ict of interest 
minimized with by reporting to centralized 
committees.

CISO reports directly to CRO or head
of security and reports to central/board 
committees.

RM plans and 

policies

Developed mainly by the CISO,
with/without external expert
advice, approved by CEO.

Corporate cyber and risk policy set by the 
central unit with supporting policies and 
procedures set by BUs.

Set at corporate level in consultation 
with CISO and cascaded down. Includes 
RM plan and tracked capability maturity 
improvements.

RM language and 

methodology

Risk language, processes, and
methods left to CISO/BU.

CISO/BU adopts risk language, processes and 
methods in accordance with central risk policy
and risk management plan.

Central function sets risk language, 
processes, and methods. Mandates across 
BUs. Monitors compliance.

Accountabilities Set by CISO/BU Shared with agreed control ranges and 
demarcation.

Primarily rests with a centralized risk 
function headed by a CRO.

Responsibilities Set by CISO/BU Shared. Defi ned control parameters. Primarily with CRO or centralized risk 
function.

Risk limits and 

compliance

CISO/IT managers set risk 
limits and monitor compliance 
independently.

Group-level committee sets risk limits, which
the business units operate. BUs may defi ne 
tolerances, etc., but within group limits.

Central function sets risk policy, 
appetite, tolerances. Monitors
compliance.

RM info systems No portfolio reporting capability. 
Systems differ between InfoSec
and across BUs.

Centralized risk-reporting system in place but 
CISO/IT manage and own their systems at the 
specialist technical level.

Centralized RM information system 
centralized and deployed across all BUs 
including InfoSec.

Examples only appear above. Tailor to your organization. Italics represent typical large organization. RM, risk management; BU, business unit; 
CISO, chief information security offi cer; CRO, chief risk offi cer; ERM, enterprise risk management.
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the interfaces between the cybersecurity function and the other functions 
that need to work together and at times team up, before, during, and after
a cyber breach or crisis.   

Typical Enterprise Functional Roles Most Involved in 
Cybersecurity across the Enterprises

Typical enterprise functional roles most involved in the building and mea-
suring of cybersecurity capability across the enterprise are tabled in Table 
15.2   . The table depicts the broad relationship and hierarchy of the typical 
cyber-to-enterprise functional roles. These are the key players who need to
work together in building and measuring cyber risk management system 
maturity.

TABLE 15.2   Typical Enterprise Functional Roles Most Involved in Cybersecurity  

Governance
Audit

Committee
Internal
Audit Board

Management

Risk
committee

CEO

CISO CRO CIO CFO Legal CSO COO HR

InfoSec risk
champ

Digital risk
offi cer

Supply chain
manager

Corporate
comms manager

Insurance
manager
Security
manager
Business
continuity
manager

  Risk management systems for . . . 

Enterprise

Cyber Business
continuity
Security
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TABLE 15.3   Aligning Cybersecurity Across  the Enterprise by RASCI Matrix
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Governance, oversight, 
mandate, tone

A S S R I I I C I I I I I C I I I I I

Principles behind cyber 
RM system

C C S A C R I C R I C C C C C C I I C

Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures

I I I A C R I C R C I I I C I I C I

Cyber strategy and 
strategic performance 
management

I I I A C R I C R I I R I

Cyber standards and 
frameworks

I I I I C R I A R C C I I

Digital risk management 
enterprise-wide

I C C C A R C C C

Identifying, analyzing, and 
evaluating cyber risks

I I C R C A R C C C C C C C C C C

Treating cyber risks I I I C R C A R C R C C C C C C C C

Treating cyber risks using
process capabilities

I I I C R C A R C R R C C C C C C C

Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance

I I I S A S R R

Monitoring and review: 
Key risk indicators

I I I R C A R I

Cybersecurity incident and 
crisis management

I I I C I R A R I R C C C C

Business continuity 
management

I I I C C R A R I R C I R C C C

External context and 
supply chain

I R C R R A

Internal organization 
context

I A C R R R I I

Culture and human factors I A C R C C R C R S

Legal and compliance I I A S S S C C R I I S S

(continued)
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Assurance of cyber RM by 
all managers

I I I A R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R

Independent assurance 
of effectiveness of cyber 
RM, governance, and 
compliance

A R I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Information asset
management

A R C I C I C

Physical security aligned to 
cybersecurity

A R A R R C

Communications and 
operations management

A R I R I C I

Access controls A R I R I C

Cybersecurity systems 
acquisition, development, 
and maintenance

A R I R I C

People RM A C R I R R I I I I I I I I R I

Cyber competencies/CISO A C R C R R

Human resources security I A S C A R R C

Cyber RM system maturity 
effectiveness

I A C R R R R R C I C

Corporate communications 
re cybersecurity

I A C C C C R

*Asteriks indicates governance function rather than executive management function. RM, risk
management. Italics indicate an emerging role.   

interrelate and team up with the cybersecurity function in order to deliver 
effective cyber risk management.

 Tables   15.4    through   15.21    represent each of the above players. They 
may be used as guideline templates for any organization to tailor per their 
needs and objectives. They focus on what each  of the key enterprise func-
tions and their heads need to do, including cybersecurity under the CISO.
As cybersecurity is such a dynamic space, the tables are not meant to be

TABLE 15.3 (Continued)
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 TABLE 15.4   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Board Members (and Their Delegatory Bodies)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE

For …

Is  A CCOUNTABLE For …A Is S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED 

By …

Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber 

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Oversees all
organization 
capabilities to align 
cyber risks to key
organization objectives
* Board level advisory 
cyber committee,
chaired by a board 
member (not IT)
* Recordation of 
all C-suite and 
boardroom planning, 
discussion and actions
* Culture & reward
systems support
cybersecurity
* Effectiveness of 
cyber-to-enterprise 
risk management
and internal control
systems

*Governance, risk oversight
and mandate for the
enterprise
* Independent assurance by
internal audit of cyber risk
management
* Annual combined cyber
risk and assurance report and
board-level audit process of 
regular reviews
* Tone at the top
* Strategic direction,
magnitude of risk it is
prepared to take (risk
appetite) to achieve objectives 
(risks  of  the cyber strategy)f
* Oversight that risks to
delivery of the strategic 
objectives are managed
effectively (Risks to  the cyber
strategy)

* CEO
* Internal Audit 
independent 
assurance
* Risk 
committee
* Combined 
assurance by all 
enterprise units

* CEO
* Cyber and risk 
committees (e.g., tone,
strategy, appetite, 
culture, signifi cance of 
risks, maturity)
* For principles 
of timeliness, 
reasonableness, and 
preparedness

* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber strategy and strategic 
performance management
* Cyber standards and 
frameworks
* Cybersecurity incident,
crisis and business continuity
management
* Legal and compliance
* Signifi cant risks and level
of cybersecurity capability
maturity

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Decision making 
from crisis response 
team and business
continuity reports sent
to C-suite

* Oversight for prosecuting
or defending cyber lawsuits
* Disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners
of contractually transferred 
data

* As above
* BCM system

* CEO
* Cyber and risk 
committees (e.g., tone,
strategy, appetite, 
culture, signifi cance of 
risks, maturity)

* Of ITC/InfoSec escalation 
from incident to crisis
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC crisis 
investigation team report as an 
input to legal and other action
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 TABLE 15.5   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Risk Committee (RC)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED 

By …

Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber 

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Reports to board on 
monitoring and review of 
cyber risks, including KRI’s
input to strategic performance 
management system
* Encouraging a culture that is
risk aware and control-minded
where risk management is a core 
competence, entrepreneurial, 
informed, responsive to constant 
changes in the risk landscape and 
is transparent
* Steering the alignment between 
cyber- and enterprise-wide risk 
management systems
* Settles issues aligning
management and risk specialty 
functions to avoid unnecessary
escalations to CEO or board

* To the full board
* Maturity 
effectiveness of 
cyber-to-enterprise 
risk management
system

* Member group 
of executives by
CEO
* CISO, CRO, 
and all enterprise
executives
* Governance, 
oversight, 
mandate, tone

* C-suite boardroom
planning, discussion, 
and actions
* All cyber 
stakeholders for
steering
* Internal audit
* Management 
and risk functions 
re: breaches
of principles 
behind cyber risk 
management system

* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber strategy and strategic 
performance management
* Cyber standards and 
frameworks
* Risk treatments
* Cybersecurity incident and 
crisis management
* Business continuity 
management
* Legal and compliance

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Considers crisis response 
reports and business continuity
decision making from top
management

* Optimizing 
risk-informed 
crisis management
decision making

* Board, CEO, 
CISO, CRO
* All enterprise 
executives

* Risk implications 
for prosecuting or
defending cyber
lawsuits (especially
for reputation)

* Impending key decision
making (e.g., business 
continuity, insurance, physical 
security, external notifi cations,
lawsuits)
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 TABLE 15.6   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Internal Audit Function (IA)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE 

For …

Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED By … Is  C ONSULTED 

By …

Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber 

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Independent 
assurance to board 
and management on 
effectiveness of the cyber 
risk management system
* Evaluate cyber
controls and treatment
plans for signifi cant 
risks
* Audits and/or 
reviews of the board-
level advisory cyber
committee

* High levels of 
independent and 
objective assurance
via recommendations

* Board and Audit 
committee governance, 
oversight, mandate, 
tone
* CEO and executives
* Principles behind 
cyber risk management 
system

* Board and CEO
* Cyber RM 
system maturity
effectiveness

* Combined assurance from other 
units
* Recordation of all C-suite and 
boardroom planning, discussion, 
and actions
* Board-level audit process of 
regular reviews
* By cyber risk management 
treatment plans and activities
* Cybersecurity policies & 
procedures
* Cyber strategy & strategic 
performance management
* Cyber standards and frameworks
* Cybersecurity incident and crisis 
management
* Business continuity management

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-

“boom”)

* Fresh postcrisis
assurance on changes
to the cyber risk
management system and
board-level advisory 
cyber committee process

* Revised assurance * Board and Audit 
committee
* CEO and executives

* Board and CEO
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 TABLE 15.7   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Executive Offi cer (CEO)  

Is R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLE For …A Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is C ONSULTED 

By …

Is I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Manages all 
executives and holds
them accountable to
integrate enterprise-wide
cybersecurity
* Governance, oversight,
mandate, tone
* Defi nes cyber risk
appetite aligned with
enterprise risk and ensures
strategies fall within it
* Manages cyber issues
by principles of currency,
reasonableness, and
preparedness
* Effectiveness of 
cyber-to-enterprise risk
management and internal
control systems
* On board-level advisory
cyber committee

* CISO/DRO and “connecting
the board room with the server 
room”
* Cyber RM system maturity 
effectiveness
* Principles behind cyber risk
management system
* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Strategy and strategic
performance management
* Internal organization context
* Culture and human factors
* Legal and compliance (e.g.,
fi duciary duties)
* Assurance by all enterprise 
functions
* Information asset management
* People risk management
* Cyber competencies/CISO hire
* Corporate communications

* Board, IA, and 
Audit committee
* CISO/DRO,
CRO primarily
* Other
enterprise
executives
secondarily

* Board, IA and
Audit committee
* Cybersecurity
incident
and crisis
management
* Business
continuity
management

* By combined assurance, IA
and Board-level audit process
of regular reviews
* Recordation of all C-suite 
and boardroom planning,
discussion and actions
* By ITC/info sec, risk
manager
* Assessing and treating of 
cyber risks
* Monitoring and review:
KRIs Key Risk Indicators
* External context and supply
chain
* HR security

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Leading the crisis
response team and
decision making from
crisis response team 
reports

* Recommendations to Board 
to prosecute or defend cyber
lawsuits
* Disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data

* CISO/DRO,
CRO, Legal,
CorpComms
* Crisis response 
team

* CISO/DRO,
CRO
* Crisis response
team

* Of ITC/ InfoSec escalation
from incident to crisis
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC Crisis
Investigation team report as an 
input to legal and other action
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 TABLE 15.8   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Information Offi cer (CIO)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE 

For …

Is  A CCOUNTABLE A

For …

Is  S UPPORTED By … Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED 

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis 

(pre-“boom”)

* Aligning IT 
and organization 
strategies
* Planning,
managing, and 
resourcing 
delivery of IT 
services to support
organization 
objectives
*  Avoids  line 
management of 
CISO/DRO to 
avoid confl ict 
of interest (e.g.,
resourcing, strategy)
* Combined 
assurance

* Physical 
security aligned to 
cybersecurity and IT
systems
* Communications 
and operations 
management
* Access controls
* Cybersecurity 
systems acquisition, 
development, and 
maintenance

* Supports CISO/DRO and vice
versa
* CRO

* CISO/DRO, CRO, head
of BCM
* Principles behind cyber
risk management system
* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber standards and
frameworks
* Digital risk management
enterprise-wide
* Treating cyber risks
* Internal organization
context
* Culture and human factors
* People risk management
* Cyber competencies/CISO/
DRO

* CISO/DRO and 
cybersecurity function
* Cybersecurity incident 
and crisis management
plans
* By board-level audit 
process of regular reviews
* By enterprise
managers of alignment
requirements (e.g., for
business continuity 
plans, insurance, 
strategic performance 
management, legal, HR)
* Governance, oversight, 
mandate, tone
* Independent assurance

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Support to CISO/DRO 
and CRO for enterprise-
wide management reporting,
decision-making and actions 
(e.g., disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data)

* CISO/DRO, CRO * Cybersecurity incident 
and crisis management
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 TABLE 15.9   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Information Security Offi cer (CISO)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Cybersecurity standards/frameworks, policies, and
procedures
* Cyber strategy, principles, capability maturity and 
strategic performance management
* Assess, treat, monitor, and report cyber risk and 
KRIs
* Cybersecurity incident and crisis management
* Business continuity management alignment
* Sharing risk re: external context/supply chain
* Internal context for culture, human factors, 
manages an effective intelligence-based cyber team 
with specialist competencies (e.g., data scientists,
linguists, engineers, analysts, planners, strategists)
* Combined assurance
* Management of information assets; 
communications and operations; access control; and
systems acquisition, development, and maintenance
* Cyber RM system maturity effectiveness
* Information security governance (e.g., cyber
committee)
* Information risk management and compliance
* Information security program development and
management
* Annual combined cyber risk and assurance report 
and board-level audit process of regular reviews

* To CEO/CRO
for security
of enterprise
information in all of 
its forms, inclusive
of digital assets
* People risk 
management

* Cyber and risk 
committee and
CRO
* Legal and 
compliance
* Other 
enterprise
managers
* External 
service providers
* Insurance and
fi nance managers

* CEO, CRO re digital risk
management enterprise-wide
* Manages cyber strategy
in co-coalition with CRO
and CSO
* Inputs for recordation of 
all C-suite and boardroom
planning, discussion, and 
actions
* Contact with authorities
and special interest groups

* By external expert providers
* By board-level audit process
of regular reviews, governance,
oversight, mandate, tone
* By CEO, CRO, and 
enterprise managers of 
alignment requirements
* Contact with authorities and
special interest groups
* Independent assurance

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Information security incident management and
escalation to crisis management
* Inputs via CRO for enterprise-wide management
reporting, decision making, and actions (e.g.,
disclosure of breach to partners, public, and owners 
of contractually transferred data)

* As above
* Corp Comms

* Prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits
* CRO, Legal, Corp Comms
* External service providers
* Authorities and special
interest groups

* Of ITC/InfoSec escalation 
from incident to crisis
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC crisis 
investigation team report as an
input to legal and other action
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 TABLE 15.10   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Information Security Risk Champion (ISRC)  

Is R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Assure/report progress to 
CISO/DRO, CRO, and Risk
committee(s) as required
* Risk liaison within and
without the InfoSec function 
for CRO
* Coordinates and supports
risk owners within function
to assess, treat, monitor, and
report cyber risks
* Enhances risk awareness
within function
* Update the risk responses 
on RM information system
in a timely manner in
coordination with the risk
owner(s)
* Input to CRO’s annual risk
management report

* CISO/DRO, 
CRO
* InfoSec team 
and risk owners
* Human 
resources security

CRO and risk owners to …
* Manage the risks assigned 
to an acceptable level
* Articulate and manage the 
controls on which reliance 
can be placed
* Articulate and manage the 
action required (with related 
stakeholders) to achieve 
target level of risk
* Develop and report on Key 
risk indicators (KRI)
* Provide appropriate 
feedback to the CISO/DRO 
and CRO on a regular basis 
regarding progress

* CISO/DRO and 
cybersecurity functionaries
* Governance, oversight, 
mandate, tone

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Inputs via CRO for
enterprise-wide management
reporting, decision making,
and actions (e.g., disclosure
of breach to partners, public,
and owners of contractually
transferred data)

* Risk liaison within 
and without the 
InfoSec function

* CISO/DRO, 
CRO
* InfoSec team 
and risk owners

* CISO/DRO and risk 
owners to manage the 
escalated risks

* Of ITC/ InfoSec escalation 
from incident to crisis
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC crisis 
investigation team report as 
an input to legal and other 
action
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 TABLE 15.11   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Risk Offi cer (CRO)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLE For …A Is  S UPPORTED By … Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Combined assurance
and effectiveness of cyber 
risk management and
maturity improvement
* Internal organization
context for cyber risk
* Annual risk management 
report, including cyber
risk
* Member of board-level
advisory cyber committee
* Intermediary improving
communication between
C-suite and IT; reconciling 
opposing drivers (C-suite
focus on costs and the
bottom line vs. IT focus on 
the systems and prevention 
of a cyber event)

* For DRO
* For CISO (if delegated by
CEO) or dotted line if not
* Digital risk management
enterprise-wide
* Physical security aligned
to cybersecurity
* Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance
* Cyber standards and
frameworks
* Assess, treat, monitor,
assure and report cyber risks
* Monitoring and review
cyber KRIs
* Cybersecurity incident and
crisis management
* Business continuity
management

* Risk and cyber
committees
* CISO/DRO, IS
Risk Champ and
competencies
* Other risk specialists
for BCM, security,
insurance, fi nance,
legal/compliance
* HR security
* Risk support,
tools, techniques, 
and training across
functions

* Governance, oversight,
mandate, tone
* Cyber strategy,
principles and strategic
performance management
* Cybersecurity policies 
and procedures
* External context and
supply chain
* Culture and human
factors
* Cyber competencies 
CISO/DRO
* Corporate
communications
* Appropriate internal
control structures with
adequate allocation of 
duties

* Board and CEO 
mandate, commitment
and tone at top
* Independent assurance
by Internal Audit
* By irregularities, gaps
or concerns (and bring to
attention of the Board or
its committees)
* IT Information
asset management,
asset controls, systems 
acquisition, etc,
* Adequacy and 
effectiveness of internal 
control, accuracy
and completeness of 
reporting, compliance
with laws and regulations

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Lead coordinator of 
crisis response reports to 
top management
* “Knock-on” risk 
management (e.g.,
disclosure of breach to
partners, public and
owners of contractually
transferred data)

* Optimizing risk-informed
escalation and crisis
management decision
making

* As above
* Other specialists for
Corp Comms, HR,
Ops, Supply Chain

* Risk implications for
prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits (especially
for reputation)

* Impending key decision
making (e.g., business
continuity, insurance,
physical security, external
notifi cations, lawsuits)
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 TABLE 15.12   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for the Digital Risk Offi cer (DRO)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Digital risk management enterprise-wide
* Cybersecurity standards/frameworks, policies, and 
procedures
* Cyber strategy, principles, capability maturity and 
strategic performance management
* Assess, treat, monitor, and report cyber risk and KRIs
* Cybersecurity incident and crisis management
* Business continuity management alignment
* Sharing risk re: external context/supply chain
* Internal context for culture, human factors, manages
an effective intelligence-based cyber team with
specialist competencies (e.g., data scientists, linguists,
engineers, analysts, planners, strategists)
* Combined assurance
* Management of information assets; communications
and operations; access control; and systems 
acquisition, development and maintenance
* Cyber RM system maturity effectiveness
* Information security governance (e.g., cyber
committee)
* Information risk management and compliance
* Information security program development and
management
* Annual combined cyber risk and assurance report 
and board-level audit process of regular reviews

* To CRO for
security of enterprise
digital-based 
information and 
assets
* People risk
management

* Cyber and risk
committee and
CRO
* Legal and 
compliance
* Other 
enterprise
managers
* External 
service providers
* Insurance and
fi nance managers

* Manages cyber strategy
in co-coalition with CRO
and CSO
* Inputs for recordation of 
all C-suite and boardroom
planning, discussion, and 
actions
* Contact with authorities
and special interest groups

* By external expert providers
* By board-level audit process
of regular reviews, governance,
oversight, mandate, tone
* By CEO, CRO, and 
enterprise managers of 
alignment requirements
* Contact with authorities and
special interest groups
* Independent assurance

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Information security incident management and
escalation to crisis management
* Inputs via CRO for enterprise-wide management
reporting, decision making, and actions (e.g.,
disclosure of breach to partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data)

* As above
* Corp Comms

* Prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits
* CRO, Legal, Corp Comms
* External service providers
* Authorities and special
interest groups

* Of ITC/InfoSec escalation
from incident to crisis
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC crisis 
investigation team report as an
input to legal and other action
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 TABLE 15.13   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Insurance (HI)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance transfer 
solutions
* Tracking the evolving cyber
insurance market and overall risk 
fi nance options
* Insurance implications from 
fi duciary duties and “reasonable”
action for the “processes” to 
assess and manage cyber risk
* Implications for noncyber and
related insurances (e.g., business 
interruption, directors and
offi cers, public liability insurance,
property insurance)

* To CEO for
optimizing risk-
informed escalation
and crisis management
decision-making
related to insurance
and risk transfer

* CISO team,
CRO
* Security 
and business 
continuity 
managers

* Legal, regulatory and
compliance
* Cybersecurity policies 
and procedures
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating, and treating 
cyber risks

* Governance,
oversight, mandate,
tone
* Cybersecurity
policies and 
procedures
* Legal, regulatory, 
and compliance
* Changes to risk
management system
via CRO

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Lead coordinator of 
information required for cyber 
insurance claims
* “Knock-on” effects for
insurance purposes (e.g.,
disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data)

* As above * Cybersecurity incident,
crisis and business
continuity management
* Risk implications for
insurance and what
is noninsurable (e.g.,
reputation)

* Future insurance
ramifi cations via
CRO and reinsurers
(e.g., increased
premiums)
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 TABLE 15.14   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Physical Security (HPS)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLE A

For …

Is S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Physical security aligned to
cybersecurity
* Support HR and CISO for
human resources security
* Inputs to cybersecurity and 
business continuity plans,
insurance placements

* Physical-to-
cyber treatment as
enterprise risk, not
just IT/InfoSec risk
* Physical security-
to-cyber strategy
risk implications

* CRO, CISO, 
IS risk champ,
BCM and HR 
manager

* CRO for physical-to-
cyber aspects of all C-suite 
and boardroom planning, 
discussion and actions
* Physical-to-cyber risk
management system as 
subset of ERM system and
aligned to business continuity
management system (BCMS)
* Principles behind cyber risk
management system
* Cyber standards and
frameworks
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating and treating cyber
risks

* CRO/CISO
requirements for physical-
to-cyber risk management 
system related to physical 
security of locations,
servers, etc.

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Physical-to-cyber inputs via
CRO as lead coordinator of 
crisis response reports to top 
management
* “Knock-on” effects
for physical-to-cyber
management (e.g., disclosure 
of breach to partners, public,
and owners of contractually
transferred data)

* Optimizing
physical-to-
cyber-informed
escalation and
crisis management
decision making

* As above * CCTV/other evidence and 
information for physical-
to-cyber implications for
prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits (especially for 
reputation)

* CRO/CISO change
requirements to physical-
to-cyber risk management 
system related to physical 
security of locations,
servers, etc.
* Relocation to other
premises and locations
requiring security
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 TABLE 15.15   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Business Continuity (HBC)

Is  RESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED

By …

Is  CONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Business continuity
management aligned to cyber 
risk management
* Coordinates and integrates
business continuity and cyber
risk escalation management for 
cyber threats
* Aligns cybersecurity to
enterprise business continuity 
plans and considers insurance
placements

* To CRO for
business continuity
of operations,
ensuring
organization critical
functions recover
from disruptive
events such as a
cyber breach or
crisis

* CISO, COO, 
Supply Chain, 
HC, HSC

* CRO for BCM-to-cyber aspects of 
all C-suite and boardroom planning,
discussion, actions, principles,
standards, and frameworks
* Cyber incident and crisis
management system aligned to 
business continuity management 
plan and system (BCMS)
* “Points of failure” for cyber
information asset management, 
physical security aligned to
cybersecurity, communications and 
operations management, access
control, and cybersecurity systems
acquisition, development and
maintenance
* Identifying, analyzing, evaluating
and treating cyber risks

* CRO / CISO requirements
of changes to BCM-to-cyber
risk management system
related to single points of 
failure to data assets such as
servers
* Governance, oversight,
mandate, tone
* Cybersecurity policies and
procedures

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* BCM-to-cyber inputs via
CRO as lead coordinator of 
crisis response reports to top 
management
* “Knock-on” effects for
BCM-to-cyber management 
(e.g., disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data)

* Optimizing BCM-
to-cyber-informed
escalation and
crisis management
decision making

* As above * CISO in order to activate the BC
plan

* Changes to risk
management system related
to physical security of 
locations, servers, etc.
* Possible relocation to
other premises and locations
* Possible emergency
shutdown of systems by
CISO
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 TABLE 15.16   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for CFO

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Treating cyber risks using
insurance and fi nance
* Takes cyber risk ownership
within their enterprise function 
to assess, treat, monitor, and
report
* On board-level advisory
cyber committee
* Manages fi nancial issues
by cyber principles of 
currency, reasonableness, and
preparedness

* All aspects of 
fi nancial management,
inclusive of 
fi nancial risk and 
resources needed for 
cybersecurity
* Financial aspects for
fi duciary duties and
“reasonable” action
for the “processes”
to assess and manage
cyber risk
* Financing of 
cyber strategy and
resourcing

* Board-level
advisory cyber
committee
* CEO, CRO, 
insurance 
manager

* Financial aspects of all
C-suite and boardroom
planning, discussion and 
actions
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating and treating cyber
risks
*Cyber insurance
* Principles behind cyber risk
management system
* Cybersecurity incident,
crisis and business continuity
management
* Culture and human factors
* Legal and compliance
* Cyber RM system maturity 
effectiveness

* By IT/info sec,
risk manager
and business 
continuity plans for
cybersecurity

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Management of a cyber
breach costs and bottom-line 
impacts
* Lead on fi nancial decision
making based on crisis
response team reports
* Financial aspects of any
disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data 

* Board-level
advisory cyber
committee
* CEO, CRO, 
insurance 
manager

* Financial aspects for
prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits

* Of IT/InfoSec
escalation from
incident to crisis
management and
recovery
* By the internal ITC 
crisis investigation
team report as an
input to fi nancial 
decision making
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 TABLE 15.17   Rasci Matrix Role for Legal Counsel and Compliance (LCC)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Takes ownership within
their enterprise function to 
assess, treat, monitor, and
report cyber legal risk and
regulatory
* Engages stakeholders as
regulations change and plans
to accommodate regulatory 
expansion towards widely
accepted standards
* Pre-defi nes issues by
principles of currency,
reasonableness, and
preparedness (e.g., cross-
border alternate IT
processing arrangements 
during a crisis)
* Directs documentation of 
the cyber risk management 
“process”
* Reviews past contracts,
manages future contracts 
and contractual compliance
* Determines if information-
sharing partnerships with
government or other parties 
may benefi t

* Legal counsel
member of board-level
advisory 
cyber committee

* CRO, CISO
* Privacy offi cer
monitoring of risk
and organization 
impacts from
privacy laws and 
compliance, or data
protection offi cer
under 2018 EU 
regulations

* Board and CEO governance,
principles, and risk oversight
for fi duciary duties and
“reasonable” action for the
“processes” to assess and
manage cyber risk
* Cyber strategy and
implementation of entire 
“process-oriented” cycle 
of cyber defense planning,
including committee creation, 
application, simulation, 
auditing, and recordation
* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber standards and
frameworks
* Cybersecurity incident and 
crisis management
* Recordation of all C-suite
and boardroom planning, 
discussion, and actions
* Insurance terms and
conditions
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating, and treating cyber
risks

* By board-level
audit process of 
regular reviews
* Business
continuity 
management
* By ITC/InfoSec,
risk manager, 
and business 
continuity plans for 
cybersecurity

(continued)
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Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

During/after

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Member of crisis response 
teams set in action with
constant documentation of 
steps taken and reports sent 
to C-suite
* Internal investigation to
record events and actions
in preparation for legal
action(s) for or against
* Manages any bailiffs to
assess collection of technical 
traces for future litigation
* Manages any “active
defense” and authorization
from the foreign network
owner before operations are 
commenced to help limit 
liability for actions taken
* Prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits
* Disclosure of breach to
partners in the private and
public sector
* Notifi cations to the public
and owners of contractually
transferred data

* CRO, CISO, HR, 
CorpComms
* Bailiffs

* For advice—either as
in-house or outside counsel
depending on the potential
need to preserve privilege—
established immediately and
sustained throughout the
response

* Of ITC/InfoSec
escalation from
incident to crisis
management and
recovery
* By digital 
forensic software
managed by ITC/
InfoSec
* By the internal
ITC crisis
investigation team
report as an input
to legal action
* By CFO
on fi nancial 
estimations of 
impacts and
prosecution
fi nancial support

TABLE 15.17 (Continued)
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 TABLE 15.18   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Strategy Offi cer (CSO)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLEA
For …

Is  S UPPORTED 
By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED
Of/By …

Before cyber
crisis
(pre-“boom”)

* Aligns cyber 
strategy with 
strategic performance 
management system
* Accepts capability
targets as CISO’s KPIs 
and CRO’s KRIs input
to strategic performance 
management system
* Advisor to board-
level advisory cyber
committee

* CISO, CRO * Implementation of 
cyber strategy and
principles
* CISO’s cyber strategy 
aligned to organization
strategy and objectives
* CISO’s cyber strategy 
covers key components 
that keep up with fast
pace of evolving cyber
threat universe
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating, and treating 
cyber risks

* Monitor and 
review cyber
strategy
* Cyber KPIs (from 
CISO)
* Cyber KRIs (from 
CRO)
* Cyber RM 
system maturity
effectiveness

During/after
cyber crisis
(post-“boom”)

* Strategic advice
to C-suite (e.g.,
implications for external
context, stakeholders,
organization objectives)

* Review of cyber
strategy

* CISO, CRO * Disclosure of breach
to partners, public, and 
owners of contractually
transferred data if 
change to external
strategic context for 
organization

* Crisis 
management and
recovery reports
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 TABLE 15.19   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Chief Operations Offi cer (COO)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE
For …

Is A CCOUNTABLEA
For …

Is  S UPPORTED 
By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED 
Of/By …

Before cyber
crisis
(pre-“boom”)

* Takes cyber risk
ownership within 
their enterprise
function to assess,
treat, monitor, and 
report
* Sustaining daily 
operations and 
business processes
* Supply Chain 
management function
and overseeing
protections that
customers and
vendors maintain to
guard against attack

* Operation of the
enterprise, inclusive
of cybersecurity
* Overseeing
reduction in 
supply chain 
and operational 
vulnerabilities to
cyber attack

* CRO, BCM 
Manager

* Head of supply 
chain, business 
continuity plan, and 
testing execution
* Identifying, 
analyzing, evaluating, 
and treating cyber risks

* Legal and compliance
* By head of supply 
chain (e.g., of ITC/
InfoSec, risk manager,
and business continuity
plans for cybersecurity)

During/after
cyber crisis
(post-“boom”)

* Lead on 
coordinating of 
operational business
continuity during 
crisis 

* Managing
operations, including 
customers and
vendors

* CRO, BCM 
Manager
* Head of Supply 
Chain

* By head of supply 
chain re: executed
business continuity
plan
* Disclosure to
customers and vendors

* By head of supply 
chain (e.g., of ITC/
InfoSec escalations, ITC 
crisis investigation team 
report, and any customer
and vendor intelligence)
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 TABLE 15.20   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Supply Chain (HSC)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE
For …

Is A CCOUNTABLEA
For …

Is  S UPPORTED
By …

Is  C ONSULTED
By …

Is  I NFORMED Of/By …

Before cyber
crisis
(pre-“boom”)

* Takes ownership
within their enterprise 
function to assess,
treat, monitor, and
report cyber risk
* Sustaining supply 
chain daily operations
and business processes
* Managing external
dependency risks,
especially relationships
involving information
and communications
technology (ICT) with
supply chain or third-
party risks

* Reducing
supply chain and 
external context
vulnerabilities to
cyber attack

* COO, CRO, 
BCM manager

* By COO, 
business 
continuity plan 
and testing 
execution
* Identifying, 
analyzing, 
evaluating, and 
treating cyber
risks

* Cybersecurity governance, 
cyber risk management 
system, cyber policies and 
procedures
* By ITC/InfoSec, risk
manager, and business
continuity plans for
cybersecurity
* Legal and compliance

During/after
cyber crisis
(post-“boom”)

* Lead coordinator
business continuity
with the supply chain
during crisis 

* Managing
customers, vendors,
and other supply 
chain or third parties

* COO, CRO, 
BCM manager

* By business
continuity plan 
execution
* By any 
disclosure to
customers,
vendors, and 
supply chain

* Of ITC/InfoSec escalation
from incident to crisis 
management and recovery
* By the internal ITC crisis 
investigation team report as 
an input to risk-informed
decision making
* By any customer, vendor,
and supply chain intelligence
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 TABLE 15.21   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Human Resources (HR)

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is A CCOUNTABLE For …A Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED 

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Cyber competencies/ 
CISO
* Culture and human
factors
* Manages people issues
by cyber principles of 
currency, reasonableness,
and preparedness
* On board-level advisory 
cyber committee
* Training on best practices
(e.g., countering “phishing” 
attacks targeting specifi c 
employees)

* Cyber competencies/
CISO
* Human resources security
* Planning and policies for
enterprise human resources

* CEO, CISO, 
CRO
* Legal and 
compliance

* Prioritizing cybersecurity 
practices and resourcing, including 
CISO recruitment and retention
* Reducing errors or deliberate 
actions by employees that may 
lead to costly cyber incidents
* People aspects for fi duciary
duties and “reasonable” action
for the “processes” to assess and 
manage cyber risk
* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber RM system maturity 
effectiveness
* Cybersecurity incident, crisis and 
business continuity management
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating, and treating cyber risks

* Governance, 
oversight, mandate, 
tone
* Principles 
behind cyber risk
management systems
*Cyber strategy and
strategic performance 
management
*Cyber standards and 
framework
* Internal 
organization context
* By ITC/InfoSec,
risk manager, 
and business 
continuity plans for
cybersecurity

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Management of a cyber
breach people impacts
* Lead on people decision
making based on crisis
response team reports
* People and reputation 
aspects of any disclosure of 
breach to partners, public,
and owners of contractually 
transferred data

* Reducing negative cyber
breach people impacts
* Lead on people decision
making based on crisis
response team reports
* People and reputation
aspects of any disclosure of 
breach to partners, public,
and owners of contractually 
transferred data

* CEO, CISO, 
CRO, Corp 
Comms

* People aspects for prosecuting or 
defending cyber lawsuits

* Of ITC/InfoSec
escalation from
incident to crisis
management and
recovery
* By the internal ITC 
crisis investigation
team report as an
input to people 
management
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 TABLE 15.22   RASCI Matrix Cyber Role for Head of Corporate Communications (HCC)  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE For … Is  A CCOUNTABLE For …A Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED By … Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis 

(pre-“boom”)

* Takes ownership within their
enterprise function to assess, treat, 
monitor, and report cyber risk
* Selects and prepares external public 
relations (PR) experts in case of crisis
* At-call advisor to board-level
advisory cyber committee
* Supports HR training and
awareness with broader internal
communications on best practices 
(e.g., countering “phishing” attacks,
awareness campaigns to broader
employees)

* HR
* CRO, CISO

* Alignment of cyber crisis
corporate communications
as a subset of corporate crisis 
management/business continuity
plan
* Proactive internal
communications to reduce errors 
or deliberate actions by employees 
that may lead to costly cyber
incidents
* Timely remediation activity
to negative social media (both
internal or external)
* Support HR for people aspects
for fi duciary duties
* Principles behind cyber risk
management system
* Identifying, analyzing, 
evaluating, and treating cyber risks

* By ITC/InfoSec and
enterprise manager
plans for cybersecurity
crisis response and
events
* Human resources
security

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Management of internal corporate 
communication impacts with staff
* Management of external public
relations (PR) impacts
* Outsourced specialist PR or
insourced advice for management 
decision making and crisis team
response
* Advice on disclosure of breach
to partners, public, and owners of 
contractually transferred data

* Reducing negative cyber
breach people impacts
* Support to HR for people
decision making based on
crisis response team reports
* Support to HR for people
and reputation aspects of 
any disclosure of breach to
partners, public, and owners
of contractually transferred
data

* HR, legal, and 
compliance
* CRO, CISO

* Outsourced specialist PR
* ITC/InfoSec and enterprise 
manager crisis planning and
reactions requiring people
communications

* Outsourced
specialist PR
* By ITC/InfoSec and
enterprise manager
plans for cybersecurity
crisis response and
events
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FRAMEWORKS AND STANDARDS 

The signifi cance of human factors is not a matter of subjective interpretation 
but has found its place in the standards that are globally accepted by profes-
sionals and organizations. A useful way to address human factors is con-
sidered in the three leading cybersecurity frameworks and standards—ISO 
27001:2013, business model for information security (BMIS) and National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)—which are addressed below.

ISO 27001:2013

ISO 27001:2013 is a globally accepted standard for Information Security 
Management Systems (ISMS). Some of the controls included in the standard 
are related to the human factors are Organization of Information Security, 
Human Resource Security, Asset Management, and Access Control. These con-
trols are either associated with the human factors or simply infl uenced by it.   

Business Model for Information Security (BMIS) 

The business model for information security (BMIS) represented in Figure   16.1    
was developed by University of Southern California and adapted by ISACA. 
The model defi nes four elements and six dynamic interconnections between 
the four elements. The elements defi ned by BMIS are people, process, technol-
ogy, and organization.  

FIGURE   16.1  The ISACA business model for information security (BMIS)
Source:  COBIT 5 Implementation ©2012 ISACA. All rights reserved. Used by permission.
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and behavior management, (3) deliver the program, and (4) verify whether
the awareness has increased and whether behavior of the workforce has 
improved while handling information. The HIMIS methodology is built on 
the belief that the true reward of a good information security awareness 
program is positive change in behavior.

 CONCLUSION

 The following cyber risk management statement represents those organi-
zation capabilities CEO and board expect to be demonstrated in terms of 
cyber risk culture and human factors .

    FIGURE   16.2    HIMIS methodology to reduce cyber risks that occur due to human
mistakes.  Reprinted with the kind permission of Anup Narayan, founder and CEO
of Information Security Quotient, www.isqworld.com.

    CULTURE AND HUMAN FACTORS  

 Management treats the organization as a social system infl uenced by 
human factors. While culture involves complex variables and multiple 
stakeholders (including employees, customers, vendors, and business 
partners); a tailored risk management culture addresses cyber risks com-
prehensively. Cybersecurity is treated not merely as a technology issue 
but as a mix of social, cultural, emotional, and behavioral issues where 
potential confl icts and contradictions are managed. Cyber risk treat-
ments (including controls) combine technology with nontechnology 
treatments and are fast paced to match the threat. Organization decision 
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proportional to the reason the data was initially collected, and provide some 
information to the subject about their retained rights to the data.  3

 The upcoming application of the General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) builds on these protections for personal data, placing further 
obligations on data processors—notably to create a data protection offi cer 
(DPO), creating a lead supervisory authority for EU cyber regulations, cre-
ating a “right to erasure,” and increasing the requirements for consumer 
consent to data collection.  4   These imposts are placed on the organization
processing or controlling the data to the extent it happens within the Euro-
pean Union, or regardless of where the processing takes place—as long as 
the data processed is related to goods or services offered within the Euro-
pean Union.  5   The GDPR also known as EU Regulations (EU) 2016/679 has
been passed by the European Parliament, but will not be phased in until 
May 25, 2018.6 

TABLE 17.1   Connecting the Regulatory Dots  

WHAT to
Protect

WHY
Protect It

Protect from
WHOM

Protected by 
WHOM

Typical 
Methods

Personal data
of employees
and
customers

Human
rights/
regulatory
imposts
versus Big
Data, identity
stealers, etc.

Hackers/criminals
for profi t/gain
Hackers for
ideological reasons
States/governments
for access/gain (e.g.,  
FBI/Apple 2016)

Organizations
Regulators

Regulations
Enforcement
Compliance

Intangible
organization
assets
(e.g., trade
secrets, other
intellectual
property)

For business
sustainability
(optional to
organizations)

Hackers/criminals
for profi t/gain
Hackers for
ideological reasons
States/governments
for access/gain (e.g., 
FBI/Apple 2016)

Organizations Regulations
Enforcement
Compliance

Market
infrastructure
(e.g., fi nance, 
telecom
and energy
markets)

For national
security
(sometimes
regulatory
imposts)

Terrorists
Other states/
governments for
gain
Own states/
governments for
access/gain (e.g., 
FBI/Apple 2016)

Organization
security
Government
security
agencies

Regulations
Enforcement
Compliance
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 TABLE 17.2   RASCI Matrix Role for Legal Counsel and Compliance  

Is  R ESPONSIBLE

For …

Is A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED

By …

Is  I NFORMED

Of/By …

Before cyber

crisis

(pre-“boom”)

* Takes ownership within
their enterprise function to 
assess, treat, monitor, and
report cyber legal risk and
regulatory
* Engages stakeholders as
regulations change and plans
to accommodate regulatory 
expansion towards widely
accepted standards
* Pre-defi nes issues by
principles of currency,
reasonableness, and
preparedness (e.g., cross-
border alternate IT
processing arrangements 
during a crisis)
* Directs documentation of 
the cyber risk management 
“process”
* Reviews past contracts,
manages future contracts 
and contractual compliance
* Determines if information-
sharing partnerships with
government or other parties 
may benefi t

* Legal counsel
member of board-level
advisory 
cyber committee

* CRO, CISO
* Privacy offi cer
monitoring of risk
and organization 
impacts from
privacy laws and 
compliance, or data
protection offi cer
under 2018 EU 
regulations

* Board and CEO governance,
principles, and risk oversight
for fi duciary duties and
“reasonable” action for the
“processes” to assess and
manage cyber risk
* Cyber strategy and
implementation of entire 
“process-oriented” cycle 
of cyber defense planning,
including committee creation, 
application, simulation, 
auditing, and recordation
* Cybersecurity policies and 
procedures
* Cyber standards and
frameworks
* Cybersecurity incident and 
crisis management
* Recordation of all C-suite
and boardroom planning, 
discussion, and actions
* Insurance terms and
conditions
* Identifying, analyzing,
evaluating, and treating cyber
risks

* By board-level
audit process of 
regular reviews
* Business
continuity 
management
* By ITC/InfoSec,
risk manager, 
and business
continuity plans for 
cybersecurity

(continued)
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Is  R ESPONSIBLE

For …

Is  A CCOUNTABLEA

For …

Is  S UPPORTED 

By …

Is  C ONSULTED 

By …

Is  I NFORMED 

Of/By …

During/after 

cyber crisis

(post-“boom”)

* Member of crisis response 
teams set in action with
constant documentation of 
steps taken and reports sent 
to C-suite
* Internal investigation to
record events and actions
in preparation for legal 
action(s) for or against
* Manages any bailiffs to 
assess collection of technical 
traces for future litigation
* Manages any “active 
defense” and authorization
from the foreign network
owner before operations are 
commenced to help limit 
liability for actions taken
* Prosecuting or defending
cyber lawsuits
* Disclosure of breach to
partners in the private and
public sector
* Notifi cations to the public
and owners of contractually
transferred data

* CRO, CISO, HR, 
CorpComms
* Bailiffs

* For advice—either as
in-house or outside counsel
depending on the potential
need to preserve privilege—
established immediately and
sustained throughout the
response

* Of ITC/InfoSec
escalation from
incident to crisis
management and
recovery
* By digital 
forensic software
managed by ITC/
InfoSec
* By the internal
ITC crisis
investigation team
report as an input 
to legal action
* By CFO 
on fi nancial 
estimations of 
impacts and 
prosecution 
fi nancial support

TABLE 17.2 (Continued)
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organization functional units with responsibilities and activities overlap-
ping the lines. Moreover, different organizations will have different ways 
of structuring this. What is critical is that an orchestrated effort is required
between different units (lines of defense) and between assurance activities
around cyber risk treatments being systematically executed (while minimiz-
ing duplicated work efforts) such that they can be input into one combined 
assurance report to the CEO and the board. The three-lines-of-defense
model is intended to clarify who is doing what, while maintaining the coop-
eration and coordination of the different functions to ensure the processes
work effectively (and to avoid  silos ).

The Role for an Information, Communication, and Technology
(ICT) Unit

In terms of “who does what” in managing cyber risk reiterative assessment 
and treatments, the ICT unit is typically best placed to implement technical 
cyber risk treatments, including controls. The ICT-managerial controls in 
organization or business operations should ensure that subordinates com-
plete the work as instructed and adhere to policies and procedures. ICT
operations will deploy tools to monitor any security threats and have a pro-
cess in place to resolve security incidents. Moreover, they will deploy and 
maintain escalation mechanisms for severe security  incidents.   

FIGURE   18.1  Combined assurance approach 
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TOM COMMITS TO A PLAN

Tom commits to what he calls  Tom’s plan  on the advice of Flory, his head of 
security. It sets out how to plan, implement, monitor and review a physical
security management system. Figure   20.1    represents how Tom plans to report 
to the board by working through the following steps: 

1.  Get a clear view on the physical security threat landscape as it relates to 
cybersecurity.

2.  Understand how the physical security system’s organization specifi cally 
relates to cybersecurity: Who does what? What are the resources and 
competences available? 

01

Assess security
threats

scenarios

06

Evaluate the
maturity of the
physical security
system

05

Evaluate
Return on

Security
Investment

03

State-of-the-art
security

Evaluate security
measures in place

02
Evaluate

stakeholders
& the

security
organization

04

Evaluate the
probability of

interruption

    FIGURE   20.1  Tom’s plan to build a state-of-the-art physical security risk 
management system
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include governance, organizational structure, roles and accountabilities, the
information systems, information fl ows, and decision-making processes. 

 Finally, set the context of the risks that require assessment: Does the 
organization need to focus on cyber risks with a criminal intent, or does it
also include cyber risks that can have nonintentional causes? Figure   20.3    
represents a stepped approach to such risk assessment.  

    FIGURE   20.2    How to identify physical security risk scenarios
using seven key elements

FIGURE   20.3  Risk assessment stepped approach
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consequences. The risk landscape analysis of risk scenarios in Figure   20.4    is 
helpful to a board as a heat-map format. The board will have an immediate 
clear view on the various cyber risk scenarios and the organization’s risk
criteria should indicate whether or not the various cyber risk scenarios fall 
within acceptable tolerance levels.    

MANAGE OR REVIEW THE CYBERSECURITY ORGANIZATION 

Once there is an understanding of the probability of interrupting the identi-
fi ed cyber risk scenarios, the organization can move to analyze organization 
roles and responsibilities, resources and competence management. To com-
plete Tom’s plan for physical security to augment and support cybersecurity, 
use a RASCI methodology to detail who does what by following the eight
steps shown in Figure   20.5   .

 The RASCI matrix is a powerful tool to assist in the identifi cation of 
roles and assigning of cross-functional responsibilities to a project deliv-
erable or activity. RASCI represents: responsibility, accountable, support, 
consulted, and—informed. 

6

5
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3

2

1
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0 1 2 3

LIKELIHOOD

RISK LANDSCAPE
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Cyber risk
scenario 1

Cyber risk
scenario 3

Theft of new
product release
information in
data room

Sabotage
of web site
managed in
the cloud

Cyber risk
scenario 2

4 5 6

FIGURE   20.4  Risk landscape heat map example 
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 RASCI defi nitions follow:

 ■    Responsibility: Person or role responsible for actually doing or complet-
ing the task. 

 ■    Accountable: Person or role who ensures that the whole task is com-
pleted, approved and/or successful (often called the “approver” or
“owner” of the task). 

 ■    Support: Person or role responsible for providing support to the task. 
 ■    Consulted: Person or role whose subject matter expertise is required 
before  and/or during the task in order to complete it.

 ■    Informed: Person or role that needs to be kept informed during and/or 
informed  after  the task (including the status of task completion).

DESIGN OR REVIEW INTEGRATED SECURITY MEASURES 

Now that Tom has a clear view on the cyber-related physical security risk 
landscape of his organization, he is ready to design and/or review organi-
zational and technical security measures to deter, delay, detect, alarm, and 
respond to adversary attacks. 

 This starts with evaluating if the security measures in place do effec-
tively deter, detect, alarm, delay or respond to the identifi ed cybersecurity
risks. If not, scarce resources may have been allocated on the wrong security
controls. 

FIGURE   20.5  Tom’s RASCI plan for the physical security organization
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 One leading method uses a three-step approach to designs and/or 
reviews typical physical security measures as shown in Figure   20.6   . This is 
based on organizational measures, physical security, access control, intru-
sion detection, camera surveillance, information and communications tech-
nology (ICT) security alarm handling and response.  

Step 1  is to consider the various security zones that are in place both
physically and virtually and create a model. If a security zone model does
not exist, one should be developed to organize a layered defense-in-depth. 
In the conceptual zone model in Figure   20.7   , the largest-area shaded zones
indicate the least critical areas, the medium-area shaded zones indicate zones 
with higher criticality and the darkest-shaded smallest zones are locations 
with high criticality that an adversary may be more likely to target.  

Step 2  is to consider and evaluate the various typical perimeters. These 
include the various perimeter and perimeter accesses—both physical and 
logical. This should take the Tier certifi cation requirements into account 
for the server- or data room. The Telecommunications Industry Associa-
tion, a trade association accredited by ANSI (American National Standards 
Institute) defi ned four levels (called tiers) of data centers in a thorough, 
quantifi able manner. TIA-942 was amended in 2008 and again in 2010.
TIA-942: Data Center Standards Overview describes the requirements for 
the data center infrastructure. The simplest is a Tier 1 data center, which is
basically a server room, following basic guidelines for the installation of 
computer systems. The most stringent level is a Tier 4 data center, which 
is designed to host mission critical computer systems, with fully redundant

FIGURE   20.6  “Typical” physical security design in three steps
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subsystems and compartmentalized security zones controlled by biometric
access controls methods. Another consideration is the placement of the data 
center in a subterranean context, for data security as well as environmental
considerations such as cooling requirements. 

 Now, consider a cyber risk scenario that involves  break and entry . There 
needs to be a clear view on what measures are in place for the various perim-
eters and perimeter access points. If the board member asks how the orga-
nization has secured the outer perimeter of its sites, the following “typical”
security design in Figure   20.8    will give the board a clear insight and can be
tailored to the organization.  

Step 3  is to become well informed about the various physical security
measures that are in place and how they relate to cybersecurity. These mea-
sures include:

 ■    Organizational measures: For example, roles and responsibilities, pro-
cedures, instructions, awareness, and so on. 

 ■    Physical measures: Fences, gates, turnstiles, etc. 

FIGURE   20.7  Security zone model example 
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 ■    Access control technology. 
 ■    Intrusion detection technology. 
 ■    Fire engineering.
 ■    Camera surveillance. 
 ■    Guarding.
 ■    ICT security: Firewalls, anti-malware.
 ■    Integration and control room.

 Figure   20.9    depicts the key objectives and various purposes for security 
measures. While guarding can also act as a corrective measure, most secu-
rity measures are preventative and detective in nature. That is, to deter the 
adversary, to detect the adversary, to raise an alarm, to assess the alarm and
to respond to the alarm. 

Detection Area

Secured cable tray

Concrete anchor

Barbed wire 45°

Fence

0.60 m

1 m

4 m

2 m

0.50 m

Camera Observation
+

Verification after alarm

SECURED ZONE ZONE OUTSIDE

Zone without vegetation

    FIGURE   20.8  Typical security design example
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  It takes some effort to plan, implement, monitor, and review security 
controls. Use the following tips: 

 ■    Be clear on the security goals. 
 ■    Apply technology by defense-in-depth. 
 ■    Integrate technology in a smart way. 
 ■    Take into account the impact of the environment on technology.
 ■    Set clear functional requirements.
 ■    Defi ne the optimal locations.
 ■    Choose the right technology.
 ■    Install technology according to good workmanship. 
 ■    Organize maintenance. 
 ■    Use technology in the way it is intended for.

REWORKING THE DATA CENTER SCENARIO

Let us evaluate the security objectives and controls for the data center sce-
nario we have begun.  

FIGURE   20.9  Key objectives for security measures 
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 ■    T3: What is the intervention time once the attack is detected and 
alarmed?   

 The fi rst step to evaluate the probability of interrupting a cyber attack 
is to defi ne the potential path(s) to target(s). These potential paths are a
function of the cyber risk targets, target locations, time frames, method of 
operation, and access to means. In terms of identifi ed cyber risk scenarios,
consideration is to given to either potential horizontal paths (such as road 
access, water access, rail access) or potential vertical accesses (such as sky
access) and to subsurface access in combination with access points to data 
asset access points for a cyber attack. Figure   20.11    captures the essential
three points in time to mitigate an adversary attack.  

 Once potential paths to targets are assessed in view of (1) the shortest 
distance to target, (2) the lowest chance to be caught and, (3) the lowest conse-
quences when caught, then the second step is to evaluate the various controls 
in place along the path. Here, a two-dimensional Adversary Sequence Diagram 
(ASD) is a valuable tool to evaluate this as in Figure   20.12   . The ASD will help 
to defi ne the paths an adversary will use to reach his target. Once the paths 
are defi ned and the control measures in place are inventoried, the time of resis-
tance can be calculated.  

 The probability of interrupting an adversary’s attack is  not  the sum of t
all resistances divided by the intervention time. Rather, it is based on these
probability ( p  ) factors:

 ■    The delaying time of each barrier. 
 ■    The probability of detection at each barrier.

FIGURE   20.10  Adversary path analyzer in four steps 
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    FIGURE   20.11    The three points in time to mitigate an adversary attack 
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FIGURE   20.12  Adversary Sequence Diagram 
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 ■    The location of detection: at beginning, middle, or end of the path. 
 ■    The probability of communication with response forces. 
 ■    The response force time.

 Figure   20.13    looks at these p  factors for interrupting an adversary’s 
attack.      

OPTIMIZE RETURN ON SECURITY INVESTMENT 

Tom’s next—and perhaps biggest—challenge is to demonstrate how to opti-
mize the costs and benefi ts of security to protect and create value. Bringing 
the right arguments to demonstrate return on security investment (ROSI) is 
not an easy task, but it is certainly not a mission impossible. The challenge
is to present a clear link between the investment in security and the value 
added through securing the achievement of organization and information 
security objectives. 

 Costs for security are often regarded as a necessary evil and often driven 
by a need to meet regulatory obligations. In a mature risk management orga-
nization, the link between security and the value added is well understood
as the security optimum: the point where the optimal costs for cybersecurity
equals the marginal benefi ts. Figure 20.14 shows this crossover point in a 
line graph.   

    FIGURE   20.13    Probability (p ) factors for interrupting an adversary’s attack 
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 CONCLUSION

 The following cyber risk management statement represents those organi-
zation capabilities CEO and board expect to be demonstrated in terms of 
cyber risk physical security  to support and augment cybersecurity.

    FIGURE   20.14  Optimizing return on investment 
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      PHYSICAL SECURITY 

 Physical security risk scenarios are identifi ed, analyzed and evaluated 
within the context of a cyber-related physical security risk landscape 
for the organization. Organizational and technical physical security
measures to deter, delay, detect, alarm, and respond to adversary 
attacks are designed and/or reviewed in order to support and augment 
cybersecurity. Exposure to adversary attack scenarios are calculated or 
reviewed by simulating the path of an adversary and calculating the 
probability of interrupting the adversary. A RASCI-based plan for the
physical security organization is implemented. The link between secu-
rity and the value added is understood as the point where the marginal 
benefi ts exceed or equal their optimal costs.     
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FIGURE    21.1  The big picture: How your organization can integrate and expand 
your cybersecurity protocol
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is on what system, the value of that data, and what could go wrong with
the organization if the system were to become unavailable, lost, or have an 
integrity issue or be compromised.   

Fill in the Knowledge Gap

Understanding both the strategic and technical elements of the threat 
environment is challenging, and experience is a great teacher. Operations
teams need front-line experience with behavioral analytics, insider threats 
modeling, advanced persistent threats groups, communication strategies, 
and state-sponsored actors. Your executive teams may not have this back-
ground, and the gap can create a frustrating communication issue, where 

FIGURE   21.2  Checklist of do’s and don’ts for getting started 
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have increased in percentage terms for 2015 over 2014, according to PwC’s
“Global State of Information Security Survey 2016.”9

 The modest mobile phone that was launched in the early 1990s has 
now become a sophisticated and powerful mobile computing device that 
is adding new levels of complexity to cybersecurity as it evolves ever fur-
ther. Organizations can deal with mobile cyber threats by setting up mobile
device management policies. This is no simple task. You have to navigate 
your way through a complex debate involving user expectations, produc-
tivity, and mobile freedom, and compare that to the mobile device risk to
the organization. Ultimately, the benefi ts of mobility are in danger of being 
outweighed by the increase in your cyber risk. 

 Not all mobile devices offer the same security features. You therefore 
have to decide if you will allow all mobile brands and ranges of devices
to connect to the organization’s network and applications. You can reduce
your mobile cyber risk by using virtual private networks (VPNs), encrypting 
data (static and in motion), and having passwords on all devices. Through 
the central management of remote devices you can also locate a device, per-
form a remote lock or a data wipe, and enforce authentication—preferably 
multifactor authentication. You can also monitor device usage, and continu-
ous feedback to the user community can change user behavior. Making users 
aware of mobility risk is therefore extremely important. Users should turn

FIGURE   22.1  “The Global State of Information Security Survey 2016”
Source:  PwC, “The Global State of Information Security Survey 2016.” Content is
reprinted with the kind permission of PwC . 
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BUILD, BUY, OR UPDATE: INCORPORATING CYBERSECURITY
REQUIREMENTS AND ESTABLISHING SOUND PRACTICES 

Today’s information technology is characterized by fast changing, increased 
connectivity (e.g., Internet-of-Things [IOT], cloud computing, mobile 
networking), and ever increasing data volume. A more interconnected
and interdependent information technology (IT) environment results in 
increased business impact from cybersecurity incidents. To reduce risk in 
such a dynamic environment, cybersecurity through a strong posture has 
become a must-have aspect in the information systems development life 
cycle. As with mechanical engineering, it is far better to design safety and
security into the solution rather than attempting to augment a completed 
product. Cybersecurity needs to be interwoven into the information system
development life cycle instead of waiting to add compensating controls until 
right before putting the system into production. 

 This section provides an overview of the application life cycle as shown 
in Figure   23.1    and provides guidance on the typical controls that can be 
considered by an organization in each phase of the life cycle. 1

Governance and Planning 

Implementing a strong cybersecurity program is more than deploying the 
latest cybersecurity tools. Even leading security tools have limitations and 
integration with legacy systems may be diffi cult. The onus of cybersecurity 
lies with the people bringing it to life, which includes end users as well as IT 
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The researchers identifi ed that more CISOs are reporting outside of the tra-
ditional IT structure. Instead, there is an increasing trend for the CISO to
report with a more strategic orientation; to organization leaders such as the 
head of risk management, the general counsel, the chief operations offi cer 
(COO), or the CEO. This strengthens the position of information security as
being an organization critical service rather than a technology specialization 
within IT.

 The evolving orientation of information security has resulted in a 
change in expectations as to what skills and expertise the security lead in 
the organization must have. It is no longer as important to only be a strong
technologist. It is becoming more critical that the CISO understands how
to address technical information protection requirements from the perspec-
tive of an organization strategist. Table   25.1    identifi es the key attributes
required for CISOs as identifi ed in the Korn Ferry research.  2

TABLE 25.1   Key Attributes for Information/Cybersecurity Executives

Competencies
Strategic, global thinker (sees big picture)
Thinks outside the box
Analytical (digs deeply into issues)
Possesses “business savvy” (understands
how information is used in daily
operations)
Balances competing priorities
Communicates and infl uences broadly
(board, senior management)
Attracts, builds, and leverages talent

Experience
Depth of technical experiences
Understands evolving regulatory and
legal environment
Has (successfully) dealt with/handled
security incidents in the past

Traits
Learning agile (can adapt to the
new and different)
Flexible
Tolerance for ambiguity
Intellectually curious
Bias for action

Drivers
Seeks high visibility and
accountability roles
Strives to be agents of change (not
agents of “no”)
Must “thread the needle” to balance
driving change with managing
enterprise risk
Pursues close engagement with
organization leaders (works to add
value)

Source:  With the kind permission of Korn Ferry USA.
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are repeatable. The ascending direction implies progression that increases 
organization effectiveness over time (albeit subject to stasis and regression).

 Benchmarking against self (and others) is the most powerful tool for 
measuring gap improvements in the capabilities that make up the cyber 
risk management system. It benchmarks your current baseline capabilities 
against targeted self-improvements over time. This delivers the right set of 
specifi c cybersecurity capabilities within an enterprise risk management sys-
tem best tailored to your organization. This serves to continually assess and
assure effectiveness.   

BECOMING CYBERSMARTTM 

CyberSmartTM  capabilities may be rated by a simple rating approach. This 
applies an assessor score of between 0 to 4. Assessors are typically the CISO 
and/or Risk and/or Internal Audit functions, as well as external independent 
assessors. These ratings scales are based on robust criteria adapted from the 
HB156 ISO and IIA-backed maturity assessment fi ve-point scale methodol-
ogy for in-evidence implementation of each capability.  2   Table   E.1    explains in 
detail how to attribute a score of between 0 and 4 on a fi ve-point scale for
rating of CyberSmart™ capabilities. 

TABLE E.1   CyberSmart™ Five-Point Scales for Rating of Capabilities 

Assess This
Score for
Each Scale …

Description: Ask If the Organization
Capability Is … Example

0 = Nil. Nonexistent, nothing in place, 
achieved, in effect (0%), or known. 
No capability. Unaware or no
recognition of need. Not part of 
culture or mission.

Policy X not in current
management mind-set.

1 = Starting. Starting to be put in-place, achieve or
in-effect (say 0–<30%). Insignifi cant, 
limited, or starting capability as intent
not action. Management mandate or
some recognition of intent and need
may exist but still lacks engagement
or execution. Approach is ad hoc,
disorganized, without communication
or monitoring. People unaware of 
responsibilities.

Policy X still being planned
or written before approval.
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2 = Partly. Partially in place, achieved, or in
effect (say 30–<60%). Capability
exercised to some extent so as to
create/protect value. Practices/
controls are in place but are not
documented. Mandate backed
by commitment evidenced by
reinforcement practices by
management. Operation dependent
on knowledge and motivation
of individuals. Effectiveness not
adequately evaluated. Many practice/
control weaknesses exist and are not
adequately addressed; the impact
can be severe. Management actions
to resolve practice/control issues are
not prioritized or consistent. People
aware in part of their responsibilities.

Policy X approved in
writing or informally
communicated by
management. Now in early
stages of being introduced
as a business process with
awareness/training, etc., 
so people partly have the
knowledge and experience
to perform the process.

3 = Largely. Largely in place, achieved,
or in effect (say >60–<90%).
Capability effectively practiced 
or with profi ciency which creates/
protects value. There is a largely 
effective enterprise-wide risk
management practice and internal 
control environment. People 
aware and largely discharge their 
responsibilities.

Now in latter stages of being 
largely integrated by aware/
trained/capable people with
evidence of implementation 
by management for
informed decision making
(e.g., reports providing
management with the right 
information at the right time 
and/or methodologies that
adequately analyze data and
information).

4 = Fully. Fully in place, achieved, or in effect
(say >90%) at all times in all places. 
Capability practiced towards the
optimum or serves as model for
others so as to create/protect value. 
People fully aware, trained where
appropriate and discharge their
responsibilities as an integrated part
of the way they work and make
decisions. Some use of technology
applied appropriately to automate
practices/controls to gain effi ciencies
or reduce cost or duplication. 
Management checks and balances in-
place so as to continuously improve.

Policy X fully integrated
and continuously improved
(where appropriate) with
systems and information
to meet tomorrow’s needs
such that practices (and
internal controls) are
monitored, measured, 
reported and fed back so
management is confi dent
that they are effective and
effi cient.
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 TABLE E.2   CyberSmart™ Maturity Model: A Risk Maturity Road-Map for Measuring Capability Gap Improvement

Maturity Capabilities and Chapter Reference for Details Rating

Gap for
Improvement 

Notes

Target
Rating
by DD/
MM/
YY

Target
Rating
by DD/
MM/
YY2

Target
Rating
by DD/
MM/
YY3

 PART ONE: GOVERNANCE AND RISK OVERSIGHT             

Chapter 2 Cyber risk oversight.  Boards and senior management around the world have 
relied on traditional ERM and internal audit paradigms to help them oversee cyber risk.
These paradigms need to change if boards and senior management are going to meet the
new expectations. More of the same cybersecurity approaches will not do the job. Boards 
need to insist that all ERM and internal audit work is directly linked to their organization’s
top value creation and value preservation objectives and require regular reports on the state 
of residual risk linked to those objectives. Cybersecurity needs to be focused on its potential 
impact on key business objectives, not as a priority on its own regardless of its impact on 
the organization’s sustained success. To accomplish this shift boards and senior management 
must call for fundamental change in the way ERM and internal audit services are delivered.

3 4 4 4

Chapter 3 Principles guide actions.  Actions are taken by people in order to achieve the goals 
and objectives of an enterprise. Principles form the foundation of desirable and positive 
behavior for people in carrying out their respective responsibilities. Risk management
principles in a COBIT 5 approach  meet stakeholder needs  by being transparent, inclusive, 
dynamic, iterative and responsive. Principles covering the enterprise  guide people to create and
protect value, tailor to their own environment, and explicitly address uncertainty. In applyingg
a  single, integrated framework , being systematic, structured and timely is key.  Enabling a
holistic approach  is supported by making risk considerations integral in all processes and 
decision making, while considering human factors, and using the best available data. Finally,
the principle of facilitating continual improvement through a risk maturity strategy aligns 
naturally with activities and processes found in  separating governance from management.

3 3 4 4

(continued)
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Chapter 4 Policies and procedures. Cyber risk policies. An appropriate mix of tailored 
cyber risk management-specifi c policies and procedures guide processes, practices, and 
organization risk management activities. These put cyber risk principles into effect and are 
systematically applied through the cyber risk management process. The organization can
demonstrate to all stakeholders how it manages cyber risk. At a minimum, policies and 
procedures are fully in effect to cover mobile devices, ransomware, social media, third-
party vendors/cloud computing, “Big Data analytics,” and Internet of Things. Various 
approaches are deployed to make such risks the responsibility of all employees, and not just
the IT function. A cycle of continuous improvement throughout the organization allows 
development along the risk maturity curve. The policies provide a platform for companies 
to maximize digital opportunities while managing the threats associated with advances in
technology, data-driven insight, and evolving work practices.

2 3 4 4

Chapter 5 Strategic performance management system . The organization has a strategic 
performance management system to measure implementation of a tailored cyber strategy
delivering digital resilience. The cyber strategy shares the organization’s business risks, target
state capabilities, target state level of protection and required initiatives. The organization 
goes beyond cyber risk-mitigating controls and considers cyber a capability-building enabler.
A digital resilience assessment frames a baseline maturity to a set of metrics (KPIs/KRIs) of 
three types: measuring progress against initiatives, measuring overall level of capability, and
measuring protection to specifi cation for the most critical information. The metrics align
with an appropriate set of principles and are automated, simple, repeatable, and on-demand.
There is a forum to cascade for each of the three dimensions the aligned initiatives, markers,
activities, actions, and resources (people and funding) necessary to drive each action to 
successful completion. Tracking the “status” and “progress” of each initiative surfaces the 
blockers and bottlenecks to the cyber strategy. 

1 3 3 3
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Chapter 6 Standards and frameworks.  The appropriate mix of global key standards and 
frameworks for cybersecurity are in evidence, monitored, reviewed and tailored to the 
organization context. These include voluntary codes such as the ISO/IEC 27000 series,
COBIT 5, NIST, ISF, SANS Top 20 controls, IT-CMF, WEF, and ENISA. These can be 
tailored singly, or in combination and with local regulatory codes that may apply to the
organization. They provide the organization with effective cyber risk management guidance 
and benchmarking. Management understands that consistently applied good practice beats 
sporadic pockets of “best” practice. There is a road map for implementation of the cyber
risk management system and to establish the required capabilities to keep it functioning, 
monitored and up to date. Cyber-related risks are treated and included in enterprise risk 
management (ERM) like any other risk to an organization and are aligned with the umbrella 
ISO 31000:2009,  Risk management—Principles and guidelines  standard.

2 2 3 4

 PART TWO: PROCESSES 

Chapter 7 Assessing cyber risks (identifying, analyzing, and evaluating) . The organization
realistically assesses the vulnerabilities of its digital system components not just for
technology fl aws (such as in design, encryption, event logging, or software malfunction) 
but for human factors. Trusted insiders present the highest risk (motivated either by malice 
or more commonly by accident) as well as third-party contractors, vendors, or temporary
workers (essentially privileged users). The organization commits to a robust and structured
approach to assessing and managing risk and an information risk assessment methodology.
This involves a six-part approach to (1) generating an integrated view of information risk;
(2) realistically assessing worst case; (3) mapping different types of threats, both malicious 
and accidental; (4) assessing vulnerabilities to different threat events and the strength of any
controls already in place; (5) evaluating risk appetite and likelihood of a successful threat;
and (6) developing practical approaches to addressing the information risks which have
been identifi ed. Other factors examined include organization capability, security culture,
commitment, people competence, user privilege patterns, technology, leadership, policy, and
environment. There is a balance between regulatory compliance and doing everything

3 4 4 4

(continued)
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reasonable to protect mission-critical information. Cybersecurity maturity avoids barriers
separating data security from the organization’s core business functions and does not rely on
device-centric safeguards. The focus begins and ends with the organization’s data: how it is
protected, which data is truly mission-critical, what behaviors need to be protected against, 
and who really needs to access it and when.

Chapter 8 Treatment.  Treating cyber risks. The organization’s risk treatment capabilities align 
with its risk profi le, risk appetite, and context. Risk treatment methodology is not reinvented 
for cyber risks but is a subset of the enterprise risk management (ERM) system. Risk treatment
covers all cyber risk sources, likelihoods and impacts. Risk sources include supply chain, cloud,
mobile devices, and social media. Impacts are either noninsurable in nature or insurable in part
or whole, and may take various forms (such as fi nes, reputational damage, loss of customers, 
loss of employees, and stock devaluation). Impact management preparations are required 
for insurable risks, crisis management, forensics investigation, customer notifi cation, and
business interruption. Cyber risk treatment is prioritized, reiterative, and cyclical. Risk owners
complete risk and control action plans that balance threat with opportunity to organization 
objectives and consider cost/benefi t. Appropriate combined treatment options are not mutually
exclusive, are appropriate to the case in hand, and are aligned with ISO 31000:2009, Risk 
management—Principles and guidelines : (1) avoiding the activity that gives rise to the risk;
(2) taking or increasing the risk in order to pursue an opportunity; (3) removing the risk
source; (4) changing the likelihood; (5) changing the consequences; (6) sharing the risk with
other parties (e.g., risk fi nancing, contracts); and (7) retaining the risk by informed decision.

2 2 3 3

Chapter 9 Treatment using process capabilities.  Cybersecurity process capabilities provide
the governance and management practices necessary to effectively and effi ciently align the
cybersecurity program with the business enterprise objectives. Detailed activities are
developed to support the cybersecurity practices to provide governance (evaluate, direct, and
monitor), manage (align, plan, and organize the work), create solutions (build, acquire,

1 2 3 4
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and implement), sustain (deliver, service, and support), and improve (monitor, evaluate, 
and assess). These processes taken together form a cybersecurity life cycle with defi ned 
inputs and outputs based on generally accepted good practices that, taken together
holistically, can serve to reduce the organizational cybersecurity risk.

Chapter 10 Treatment using cyber insurance and risk fi nance.  Cyber breach risks are 
understood in terms of their potential impact on the organization balance sheet and quantifi ed 
as far as possible. The cost-benefi ts of investments in insurance treatment versus cybersecurity
treatment are modeled and they are considered for budgeting purposes as complimentary
rather than competing investments. A quantitative cost-benefi t model to address cyber
exposures optimizes the effi cient allocation of resources, fi nancial planning, analysis, and
reporting. Modeling constraints are understood. Cyber risk is effectively transferred to 
insurers where this is appropriate to organization context and where it augments existing 
insurance covers. Cyber insurance reduces the total cost of risk (TCOR) over the long 
term. Risk and/or insurance managers collaborate with business units when agreeing and 
implementing plans (i.e., pre-breach education and planning, an incident response and crisis 
management plan, a breach business continuity plan and, review, and/or placement of cyber 
insurance). Risk and/or insurance managers have an important coordination role. They take 
appropriate steps to (1) coordinate all the above plans to properly inform management and 
the board of directors; (2) position cyber insurance treatment solutions as a subset of ERM
system capabilities for the organization; (3) review vendors and the supply chain; (4) treat any
insurance gaps in existing insurance; (5) prepare mechanisms for fi ling a cyber claim well in
advance of the event; (6) consider the use of a captive insurer; and (7) stay abreast of cyber 
insurance market trends, particularly for capacity and regulatory constraints.

0 1 2 3

Chapter 11 Monitoring and review using key risk indicators (KRIs).  Specifi c and tailored 
cybersecurity KRIs are developed to monitor inherent and residual risk levels. These metrics 
provide leading indication of increasing risk exposure and potential impacts to achievement
of strategic objectives and provide a full view across the range of threats. Context is critical 
in effective KRI design as are ratios, percentages and always asking the next question to
refi ne the KRI. Response metrics (speed and trend) are important indications of a program’s 
success, which is a key piece of information for senior management and board members.

0 1 2 3

(continued)
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Chapter 12 Incident and crisis management.  Low-impact routine cyber incidents are 
differentiated from major crises that require prompt escalation in order to avoid high-impact
consequences. For incidents, all incident sources are detected and classifi ed; routine incident 
management policy and volume-process steps are practiced and continually reviewed; and,
incident internal reporting aligns with the ERM system. Process steps include identifi cation,
containment, remediation, and recovery. An incident “must-have” checklist is followed. When 
incidents become unmanageable and/or require escalation, it is escalated by preset criteria to
a set of cyber crisis management (CCM) principles. CCM follows trained-for steps: (1) alert 
and qualifi cation; (2) crisis handling (by carrying out an investigation and a defense plan); (3) 
execution and surveillance; then (4) crisis closure. CCM is steered by a crisis decision-making
unit (CDU) (or its equivalent) made up of representatives of the organization’s top management. 
CCM is implemented by an operational cybersecurity crisis unit that is prestructured, tailored to 
the organization context, and trained to mobilize quickly. It is made up of three teams that work
jointly: the Investigation team provides digital forensics to the defense team, that build upon plans 
to be approved by the CDU and applied when appropriate regarding the attack life cycle. These
teams are adequately resourced with the technical tools and techniques for managing a modern
cyber crisis. Adequate preparation for a crisis event is crucial to the organization and both incident 
management and crisis management processes are tested regularly with tabletop or in-situation 
exercises. These are improved over time as new threats arise and the organization evolves.

1 3 4 4

Chapter 13 Business continuity management system (BCMS).  IT processes are deeply 
embedded into business and operational processes. A business continuity management 
system (BCMS) is robust enough to overcome a major cyber incident with an organization-
wide impact for a signifi cant period of time (or even threatening the long term survivability 
of an organization). The BCMS is aligned with the ISO 22301:2012 Societal Security–BCMS–
Requirements and with the organizational culture, thus making it a strategic management
process. The BCMS provides a framework for the organization to implement an integrated
response to counter major cyber incidents. Impact severity levels are defi ned in a standardized 
impact severity matrix, which should be used or associated with IT incident management
plan (IMP), IT disaster recovery plan (DRP), crisis management plan (CMP), crisis

1 3 3 3
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communications plan (CCP), and damage assessment. It is also essential to ensure response 
procedures in these plans are aligned. These are validated by conducting integrated exercises.

 PART THREE: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND DESIGN

Chapter 14 External context and supply chain.  The external context unique to the
organization is established in respect of the cyber risks that are faced, especially in regard 
to the supply chain. It is a board-level priority to apply this as much to critical third parties 
as to the internal organization. The focus of organization cyber strategies is equally on
developing resilience and protection, not simply on identifying individual cyber risks.
External cyber resilience follows fi ve steps to (1) map critical data and value fl ows for
organization, including reputational impact; (2) teach the importance of data security and 
cyber-resilience to employees and to relevant individuals within critical third parties;
(3) develop external cyber-incident and crisis management response plan(s) appropriate to
key scenarios, ensuring regulators are notifi ed where applicable; (4) review and benchmark
critical third-party cyber-security measures; and (5) track and/or work with policymakers 
and regulators in the interconnected world of cyber risk public-private partnerships.

0 3 3 3

Chapter 15 Internal Organization Context.  The organization understands its internal 
context and builds and measures its capability to align all enterprise functions to mutually 
support the cyber risk management system. The organization operates to the overall 
principle that cyber risk is an enterprise-wide risk, not just an IT risk. It considers voluntary 
guidance code approaches that are tailored to the organization. A “cyber risk management
system” involves the ongoing, effective, and fast deployment of 24/7/365 organizationt
capabilities to mitigate cyber threats. The cybersecurity function and its risk management 
system is aligned to other enterprise functions and management systems in such a way that
the organization has the speedy, adaptive, resilient and responsive capabilities required to 
face the fast-paced evolving universe of cyber threats (and opportunities). The cyber risk 
function operating model is appropriately tailored. Cybersecurity is aligned not only across
the enterprise but within each key enterprise function that needs to team up with the CISO/
DRO’s cyber function. The CEO directs the executive management team from the CISO/
DRO and IT-related management functions right across to people-related functions such as 
human resources. The CRO is accountable for the enterprise risk management system and 
all its subsystems, which includes the cyber risk management system.

2 3 3 3

(continued)
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TABLE E.2 (Continued)

 PART FOUR: CULTURE, ETHICS, AND BEHAVIOR

Chapter 16 Culture and human factors.  Management treats the organization as a social 
system infl uenced by human factors. While culture involves complex variables and multiple
stakeholders (including employees, customers, vendors, and business partners); a tailored risk
management culture addresses cyber risks comprehensively. Cybersecurity is treated
not merely as a technology issue but as a mix of social, cultural, emotional, and behavioral
issues where potential confl icts and contradictions are managed. Cyber risk treatments 
(including controls) combine technology with nontechnology treatments and are fast paced
to match the threat. Organization decision making avoids biases such as Groupthink. The
culture is resistant to human factors such as insider threats and social engineering threats. 
Active, able, aware, motivated and trained people, vendors and other stakeholders support
cybersecurity. Employee training programs cover different phases of the employee life cycle
and are role specifi c where appropriate. An appropriate set of standards and qualitative 
approaches are used for measuring and evaluating people behavior and culture.

2 2 3 3

Chapter 17 Legal and compliance.  The legal and compliance issues surrounding
cybersecurity are predefi ned by principles of currency, reasonableness, and preparedness such
that the organization is prepared for the legal requirements and ramifi cations of a breach. An 
organization must work with its legal professionals to ensure any currently applicable data
security regulations are met while planning to accommodate regulatory expansion towards 
widely accepted standards. Legal should be integrally involved in the entire “process-
oriented” cycle of cyber defense planning, including committee creation, application,
simulation, auditing, and recordation. The C-suite must stay appraised on the process to 
ensure compliance with fi duciary duties and “reasonable” action (typically, to identify risks,
delineate plans to deal with those risks, then implement the plans with requisite oversight).
Actions towards fulfi lling a “process” are able to be proven to regulators, shareholders,
and judges in the event of a data incident via the recordation of all C-suite and boardroom
planning, discussion, and actions. The basic “process” should be designed and executed
by a board level advisory cyber committee, composed of multidisciplinary professionals
with some cyber familiarity. A board-level audit process regularly reviews the advisory
committee’s actions, plans, and recommendations. Before any cyber event, legal counsel not

2 2 3 4
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only articulates any applicable state or industry data regulations but directs documentation 
of the “process,” reviews past contracts, and manages future contracts with cybersecurity
risks in mind. Legal can advise on the purchase of specifi c cyber insurances and determine 
whether information-sharing partnerships with government or with similar companies might 
be benefi cial. During and after any incident, legal counsel is part of the response teams set 
in action with constant documentation of steps taken and with reports sent to the C-suite.
Advice by legal counsel—either with in-house or outside counsel depending on the potential
need to preserve privilege—should be established immediately and sustained throughout the 
response to the crisis. From the input of legal counsel, compliance with notifi cation and data
protection regulations pertaining to the subject industry is adhered to. Beyond notifi cation 
requirements, disclosure of the breach to partners in the private and public sector may 
create opportunities to gain further resources and information to mitigate damage (while
balancing internal concerns over potential harm the reputation of the company by such
disclosure). Owners of contractually transferred data should be notifi ed as to the status of 
the breach and the confi dentiality of their data. Notifying the public, and specifi cally those
who might have had information disclosed by the breach, also warrants discussion with
legal and other relevant parts of the company. An internal investigation should be created 
to record events and actions. If an “active defense” is contemplated, receiving authorization
from the appropriate public authorities and foreign network owners before operations are 
commenced could help limit liability for actions taken.

Chapter 18 Assurance.  The board and CEO must ensure the necessary organization 
capabilities to align cybersecurity with key organization objectives. Cybersecurity should include:
A cyber risk assurance framework/methodology is a structured approach to conducting 
assurance activities in a coordinated manner across an organization. This is for the purpose 
of gaining confi dence that cyber threat mitigations are working effectively, and to convey 
this conclusion to stakeholders such as the CEO and the board, supported by independent 
assurance provided by internal audit. It ensures that different assurance activities by
different business units are coordinated, and complement each other. It recognizes the special 
characteristics of cyber threats, and the requirement to have strong cybersecurity governance

3 3 3 4
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in place to validate cyber threat treatments (controls/mitigations) continuously, for the 
benefi t of protecting the organization in a balanced manner in its pursuit of achieving the 
business objectives. Balanced manner means assessing the cyber risks with the right skill sets 
and providing a balanced and informed basis for decisions on how and what treatments are 
right for the organization, without hindering the performance of the business. It adds value
by reducing duplication of work activities and thus costs, and makes the protection stronger
(maintaining confi dentiality and integrity of information), while ensuring availability of 
digital services to support and enable the business achieving the business objectives.

 PART FIVE: RESOURCES IN INFORMATION ASSETS 

Chapter 19 Information asset management.  The organization takes a proactive approach to 
address threats by controlling the speed and effectiveness of its response to cyber attacks. 
It adopts true military-grade cybersecurity approaches by being proactive in defense, 
continuously strengthening safeguards while preparing for the worst. A contingency plan 
handbook documents how to respond in the event of an attack. Plans are rehearsed through 
regular war games, staff training, and responses adapted over time. Plans and training include
changes to threats, in order to reduce mean time between detection and remediation. A
dedicated crisis action offi cer (reporting to the CEO) creates and oversees response planning.
The security operations center (SOC) is evolving into a true command-and-control center
for operations. Computer network operations are considered as actions that an organization 
takes to increase their own information security, while denying security to its enemies.

2 3 3 3

 PART SIX: RESOURCES IN ARCHITECTURE SERVICES, INFRASTRUCTURE
AND APPLICATIONS ASSETS 

Chapter 20 Physical security.  Physical security risk scenarios are identifi ed, analyzed, and
evaluated within the context of a cyber-related physical security risk landscape for the 
organization. Organizational and technical physical security measures to deter, delay, detect, alarm, 

3 3 3 4
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and respond to adversary attacks are designed and/or reviewed in order to support and
augment cybersecurity. Exposure to adversary attack scenarios are calculated or reviewed
by simulating the path of an adversary and calculating the probability of interrupting the
adversary. A RASCI-based plan for the physical security organization is implemented. The
link between security and the value added is understood as the point where the marginal 
benefi ts exceed or equal their optimal costs.

Chapter 21 Operations and communications.  The organization initiates, integrates and advances
core security operations center (SOC) capabilities to detect, prevent and respond to cybersecurity 
situations. A mature SOC prioritizes what needs to be protected, matures communication 
strategies, and leverages advances in technology to operate more effi ciently and effectively. It 
delivers not only monitoring and response services to detect and remediate cyber threats but, 
with the combination of cyber threat intelligence, analytics, and orchestration capabilities, it 
provides ways organizations can detect and respond in minutes. The organization drives for
clarity on the linkage between its business objectives down to its physical assets, organizational 
risks, applications, and ultimately data, in order to avoid communication and risk challenges. 
It builds in remediation automation to fi ll in any gaps, is responsive to the speed of change 
and knows its assets. It makes cyber risk management more tangible with an “active defense” 
process. It adapts to cyber environmental changes quickly, by analyzing gap improvements and 
remains adaptive with a mature and integrated set of security operations capabilities, powered 
by data science, automation and an analytics platform. This enables the visibility, context and 
insight needed to proactively protect its data, intellectual property, and brand.

2 3 3 3

Chapter 22 Access controls.  The organization understands that the overall objectives
and general principles of ITC access control remain largely the same as for traditional
information security. But cyber risk requires that smart processes and next-generation 
technology be added to achieve current access control objectives. The organization avoids 
manual controls, embraces automation and deploys access control intelligence to stay 
ahead of attackers. Its access control structure is effective. Cybersavvy and informed people,
including third parties, leverage technology and are capable of identifying and reporting 
potential suspicious behavior and activities. Competent people use smart processes to bind
these elements together to achieve enterprise-level goals.

2 3 3 3
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Chapter 23 Systems acquisition, development, and maintenance.  Cybersecurity systems
acquisition, development, and maintenance. The organization’s effective and reliable
information systems are effi cient, cost effective and achieve competitive advantages. 
Building and buying information systems are the result of careful business and risk-based
decisions. Appropriate security requirements that are commensurate to the risks, are defi ned,
implemented and tested before moving the application into production. Cybersecurity is 
“by design” and integrated into the organization applications. Policies and procedures to 
ensure cybersecurity are addressed through the development or acquisition life cycle in
line with the following guiding principles: (1) security requirements should be identifi ed
up front based on the risks; (2) the security requirements should be included in the
application development and selection processes; (3) the security requirements should be 
tested for effectiveness pre- and postimplementation; (4) when using cloud/SaaS providers,
cybersecurity due diligence should be conducted; and (5) developers should be trained on
secure coding practices and the developed code should be inspected for security defects.

2 3 3 3

 PART SEVEN: RESOURCES IN PEOPLE, SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES AS ASSETS 

Chapter 24 People risk management system.  Management understand that people are 
not machines and cannot be programmed. An enterprise-wide people risk management 
system includes technology, business, risk and people solutions that avoid operational silos. 
It forms part of the enterprise risk management system where people risk is not solely 
the domain of the human resources (HR) department or the technology or information 
security departments. People risk controls are proportionate, reasonable and achievable.
Organizational knowledge upskilling starts at the board and works up from the front line.
HR uses training budgets to appropriately target and deliver cross-functional training. 
Any “digital governance gap” is bridged by in-depth analysis and a cross-disciplinary team
including IT, executive management, legal, and risk management. Talent is recruited balancing

3 3 4 4

PART SIX: RESOURCES IN ARCHITECTURE SERVICES, INFRASTRUCTURE
AND APPLICATIONS ASSETS
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future needs for both left- and right-brain thinkers and leaders develop or increase their 
digital quotient (DQ). The organization manages all forms of Digital Risk and may deploy 
a specialized digital risk offi cer (DRO) if appropriate. Crisis management capabilities, 
resources and relationships enable rapid and appropriate response appropriate to not 
only an emergency, but also to react to small changes that could ultimately develop into a
disaster. Senior management nurtures a risk-taking culture that drives competitiveness and 
profi tability.

Chapter 25 Competencies.  Competencies and the CISO. Cybersecurity is a top concern
for boards and executive management. The cybersecurity leader in an organization needs
not only to have broad technical capabilities across information security domains, but
leadership expertise and the ability to effectively guide the organization in implementing
an effective, holistic and enterprise-wide cyber program. This program needs to address 
organization structure, people, process and technology but also the critical dynamic
components of culture, governance, human factors, and the enablement of processes 
through technology. More critically, in this rapidly changing environment, the CISO needs to 
recognize emergent conditions and the opportunity and threats that these present. The CISO
requires competencies in four areas: (1) Information Security Governance; (2) Information
Risk Management and Compliance; (3) Information Security Program Development and
Management, and (4) Information Security Incident Management.

2 2 3 4

Chapter 26 Human Resources (HR) security.  As a minimum, staff protocols or a standard
for HR cybersecurity are in effect and updated. For preemployment protocols, include
roles and responsibilities, screening for insider and other threats, and terms and conditions 
of employment. For during employment, protocols include management responsibilities; 
information security awareness; organization awareness, education, training and internal 
communications; and a disciplinary process. For termination or change of employment, 
protocols include: termination responsibilities; return of assets and, removal of access rights. 
A checklist is always used for secure employee departure. Larger organizations and/or higher 
HR maturity functions look for continuous capability improvement by exploiting an array 
of more sophisticated tools, techniques, and solutions for advanced cybersecurity.

1 2 3 4

CyberSmart™ TOTAL AS INDEX RATING OUT OF 100%: 47% 69% 82% 92%




